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 ABSTRACT 
THE USE OF INTERNET SERMON RESOURCES: 
A STUDY IN CHRISTIAN PREACHING 
by 
Corey S. MacPherson 
The use of Internet resources for sermon preparation has had profound effects, 
both positive and negative, in regards to weekly sermon preparation for pastors. The 
plethora of sermon resources now available online, as well as the little time required to 
assemble them has had quite possibly one of the greatest impacts on preaching in the last 
two thousand years, again with both positive and negative effects.     
The purpose of this study was to identify the beliefs and practices of senior 
pastors in the Church of the Nazarene USA on the use of Internet sermon resources for 
regular sermon preparation. Research was conducted through a researcher-designed 
anonymous open-ended questionnaire posted online by the Research Center of the 
Church of the Nazarene in Kansas City, Missouri. 
The findings of this study include the following: (1) Nazarene pastors believe 
“times of crisis” are justifiable reasons to use Internet sermon resources regularly for 
sermon preparation; (2) the definition of appropriate use of Internet sermon resources 
varies from pastor to pastor; (3) pastors holding differing perspectives commonly agree 
that the use of Internet sermon resources should be judged by the benefit or the detriment 
to both pastors and congregations; and, (4) pastors on all sides of the issue in regard to 
the regular use of Internet sermon resources believe bi-vocational pastors should be 
allowed different rules.  
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CHAPTER 1  
PROBLEM 
Background 
I had very little time to prepare. If anyone had good reason to preach a sermon 
purchased from the Internet, I did. In 2000 my wife and I moved to the north shore of 
Long Island to begin a new Nazarene church. Shortly after we arrived and our small 
group Bible study had begun, we learned that over forty thousand dollars promised to us 
to repay my school loans would not be available. For this reason, I needed to get a full-
time job in order to survive in the community in which we were asked to begin the 
church. As a result, for the first two years, I commuted forty-five to sixty minutes each 
way to my full-time job while trying to begin a new church. My wife worked full-time as 
well. 
I preached some horrible sermons in those early days. While I might have been 
justified in using online sermons, and my congregation may have heard better preaching, 
I can thank a church member that I did not preach other pastors’ sermons as my own. 
Members of our church for only a short time, Peter and his family moved from Kansas, 
where Peter had attended medical school, back to New York. I will never forget the day 
he approached me and said, “You are not going to believe this. A few weeks ago at a 
church here on Long Island, I heard the same exact sermon I heard at my church in 
Kansas last year” (Ottavio). While I was surprised, I was not as shocked as Peter. Perhaps 
my pride or merely the shock on Peter’s face, led me to decide never to preach someone 
else’s sermon. As a result, I continued to preach weak sermons, due in large part to a lack 
of time for study and preparation.  
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Looking back on those days, I realize it was God’s grace in keeping his promise 
to build his church (Mat. 16:18) that we were slowly able to grow into a self-sustaining 
church. Those eight years were incredibly challenging, but God had proven his 
faithfulness many times. One Sunday evening as a group of about ten people was 
gathering for worship, I felt tired from working another job, disappointed that the growth 
of the church was not going as planned, and upset that promised money had fallen 
through. In my heart I was complaining to God:  
Ten people God, only ten people. I am working full-time with a long 
commute and my wife is working full-time. I have taken her halfway 
across the country away from her family. Some members from our church 
in Kansas have moved with us, and I have little time for anything in life 
but work and church. Still, there are only ten people here.  
In that moment I heard the Lord respond, “Yes, ten of my children are under your care. 
You are their pastor. Start acting like it.” That night I promised the Lord I would prepare 
my sermons every week for those ten, as if I was preparing to preach before ten thousand. 
I would always give my best to my pastoral duties, wherever they may be. I believe 
giving my best in sermon preparation is what God expected of me as a pastor. I started to 
realize that possibly, pastors are not giving their very best in shepherding God’s children, 
if they are obtaining their sermons, or a large portion of their sermons, from the Internet 
or other sources on a regular basis.  
Internet Sermon Resources 
Sermons are readily available to pastors now more than ever before, thanks to the 
Internet. The number of Web pages selling memberships for sermons is growing. Some 
Web sites such as Rick Warren’s www.pastors.com, offer accompanying PowerPoint 
presentations and bulletin inserts of the sermon outline. On Warren’s site, one can find 
numerous sermon options from which to choose, such as, “Top Ten Series, Top Ten 
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Sermons” and “Sermons in PowerPoint.” At a Web site affiliated with Christianity 
Today, one finds sermons listed, such as “Top Sellers,” “Sermon Packs,” and “Free 
Samples.” The site’s store home states, “Welcome to PreachingToday.com! Here a pastor 
will find over 300 full-length sermon transcripts by some of today’s most respected 
preachers” (“Download Today’s Best Sermons”).  
While Web pages such as those mentioned do not specifically encourage pastors 
to use their full manuscripts, such sites are indeed selling full manuscripts. On Warren’s 
Web pages of sermons to purchase he states how he hopes his sermons are helpful to 
pastors:  
When I was planting Saddleback Church, other pastors’ sermons fed my 
soul—and eased my preparation! I hope the sermons here will do the same 
for you. Whether you use the outlines and transcripts for sermon ideas or 
listen to the preaching to fine-tune your delivery, I’ll be thrilled if your 
ministry becomes more effective. 
Not only are full manuscripts being sold, suggestions are available on how to use others’ 
work ethically. For example, Craig Brian Larson posts an article entitled, “How Do I Use 
Other People’s Sermons with Integrity?” It gives three brief points: “1. Borrow for a 
good reason, 2. Meditate prayerfully over the scripture text and sermon, and 3. Give 
credit.” I have yet been unable to obtain an official count of sermons downloaded from 
these sites each week, although with so many sermon Web sites, each with thousands of 
sermons available, such sermon downloads could number in the tens of thousands. An 
interdenominational leader contacted a sermon Web page on my behalf. This leader 
reported surprise when he discovered that the number of sermons downloaded from the 
Web site with which he is affiliated was confidential and that they would prefer not to be 
specifically mentioned in this project (Williams). The only information available in 
regards to sermon Web site hits was based on the number of visits to sermoncentral.com, 
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which does not necessarily mean sermon material downloaded. Asbury Doctor of 
Ministry student Joseph J. Mindling distributed his 2006 study on sermoncentral.com, 
which he states is frequented by “seventy thousand pastors a week” (19). Brian Mavis, 
the webmaster, told Mindling the site has seventy thousand visitors a week.  
 Types of Sermon Resource Sites 
Because of the overwhelming number of sermon resource sites on the Web today 
one cannot know exactly how many there are. Often sermon resource sites have a 
specialty on which they focus, whether that focus be theological, practical, cultural, 
denominational, historical, or a combination of many themes. The following sections give 
a brief review of the vast sermon Web sites and resource themed sites that pastors often 
use in their sermon preparation.  
Sermon Outlines and Manuscripts 
The most common resource provided on sermon resource Web sites are sermon 
outlines and manuscripts. One of the very first sermon resource sites was provided by 
Warren at pastors.com, where over one year of sermons can be downloaded for free. One 
fifteen-week series is entitled “Developing a Faith That Works—A 15 Part Series on the 
Book of James.” If pastors visit pastors.com, they simply click on a sermon title or 
sermon series, which then directs the pastors to a PDF format where they can view or 
download the sermon. Once pastors open the PDF file, the first two or three pages are the 
sermon outline followed by Warren’s full manuscript from when he preached the sermon 
to his own congregation. If pastors want more sermons from Warren, they need to visit 
his new Web site, which launched in the summer of 2008, where they can purchase a 
sermon for $4.00 from “a complete library of recordings and transcripts of sermons 
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delivered at Saddleback Church” (saddlebackresources.com). Obviously, with 
Saddleback’s complete library a pastor would never have to prepare an original sermon 
of his or her own, just using Warren’s resources. 
Another popular sermon outline and manuscript site is sermoncentral.com. It is 
different from Warren’s offering in that it has over six thousand contributors, as opposed 
to just one, where over “140,000 SERMONS, ILLUSTRATIONS, DRAMAS & 
POWERPOINTS [original emphasis]” are available. Anyone can contribute a sermon 
once he or she opens a contributor access account, and then over 4.5 million people 
around the world who frequent sermoncentral will have access to the sermon. From the 
homepage searchers give information on the type or topic of sermon they are seeking. 
They can search the sermoncentral database by keywords, Scripture, topics, and dates for 
those looking for the most recent sermons added. On other areas of the site, they can also 
browse by contributor in case they have a pastor whose work they regularly like to use. 
Church Web Sites 
Many pastors go directly to a specific church Web site to listen and, in some 
cases, to download the pastors’ manuscript or outline. For example, pastors who like the 
preaching of Pastor Mark Driscoll at Mars Hill Church in Seattle can go to the Mars Hill 
Seattle Web site to listen or watch one of Pastor Driscoll’s sermons as well as to 
download his notes (marshillchurch.org). Another popular pastor today is Rob Bell from 
the Mars Hill Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Again, the audio and sometimes video 
of a sermon is available as well as a PDF file that may include the sermon outline or 
PowerPoint presentation from that day’s sermon (marshill.org). Church Web sites are 
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helpful to pastors, especially when they are looking for sermons from their favorite 
preachers or from pastors within their own tradition or denomination.  
Non-Sermon Resources  
Textweek.com is a resource for those who preach from the church lectionary. 
Textweek.com describes itself as “Lectionary, Scripture Study and Worship Links and 
Resources.” One can go to any Sunday in the church year, but the homepage will always 
have the title of the upcoming Sunday and day in the church calendar: “August 31, 2008 
Proper 17/Ordinary 22/Pentecost + 16” for example. Once one clicks the link for the 
upcoming Sunday, it gives the option to choose the passage of Scripture they will be 
studying for the upcoming Sunday. Some may study all four passages of Scripture. The 
unique aspect of textweek is that once one clicks the passage of Scripture, they are 
directed to a page with numerous links to other resources. The outline for resources will 
have headings such as, “texts, historical references, images and movies, commentary, 
exegesis and sermon preparation, list of recommended articles, lectionary reflections, 
discussions and weblogs” (textweek.com) and much more. Under each heading are 
numerous links to other Web sites and resources to help pastors with studying for and 
preparing a sermon. Full sermon manuscripts are available on textweek.com, but they are 
usually from famous preachers in history or well-known pastors of today and are 
certainly not the focus of the site. Textweek.com focuses on and emphasizes providing 
resources for a pastor’s time of study unlike Saddleback resources and sermoncentral, 
which immediately provide the sermon or sermon outline that can be studied and utilized.  
Blueletterbible.com seems to have a similar philosophy to that of textweek.com, 
helping to provide resources for the pastors’ study time. Blueletterbible’s mission is, “to 
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facilitate in-depth study of God’s Word through an on-line interactive reference library 
continuously updated from the teachings and commentaries of selected pastors and 
teachers who hold to the conservative, historical Christian faith” (“Our Mission”). What 
makes blueletterbible unique is that it does not provide sermons or sermon outlines. 
However, some of the commentaries by selected pastors such as John Calvin may include 
their sermons, but the focus of the site is definitely to provide a wealth of resources for 
the pastors to use while preparing an original sermon. Blueletterbible claims that over 
350,000 people access their site each week.        
Video Sermon Resources  
Many sermon resource Web sites such as Wingclips.com allow a pastor to begin 
the sermon process with a video clip of a movie. The homepage of wingclips.com has a 
featured film of the week with clips and sermon outlines from the film. On 25 August 
2008, the clip of the week was from the movie Henry Poole Is Here with a link to 
“Sermon outlines from this film.” If the “flick of the week” is not what pastors are 
looking for, they can search for movie clips by keywords, such as accountability, 
suffering, or love. Once a word is entered, for instance suffering, pages of clips from 
different movies come up—Because of Winn-Dixie, Bella, The Dark Knight, and many 
more. Pastors can download these already edited clips if they are members of wingclips 
which costs $15.95 a month. 
If pastors do not find a movie clip that fits the keyword they have typed in or they 
know members of their congregation may not approve of the movies that are given as 
options for the keyword, they can then go to sermonspice.com. Sermonspice offers over 
nine thousand original video clips, many of which are produced by churches or Christian 
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ministries. Again, all one has to do is type in a keyword like, suffering, and over forty 
video options are available. 
Search Engines  
Many more could be mentioned and researched with greater detail but one final 
approach that must be mentioned in using Internet sermon resources are the Internet 
search engines such as Google. For example, if a pastor were to type “sermons, 
suffering” on the Google toolbar, the first page alone gives at least nine different Web 
sites all of which have a sermon or sermons related to suffering. Google also has over 
two million Web sites to visit that have the words suffering and sermon in them. 
Other popular sermon providers are voicings.com, pastorshelper.com, 
sermonsearch.com, and desperatepreacher.com. Denominational-specific sermon Web 
sites such as preachersmagazine.com, associated with the Church of the Nazarene, and 
specific Christian-tradition sites such as reformedsermons.org are also prevalent. Online 
sermons and homilies exist in faiths other than evangelical Christianity. In a 2002 USA 
Today article, Rabbi Gerald L. Zelizer considers both Christian and Jewish perspectives 
and mentions that many rabbis use the Web site TorahFax.net as a resource (13). Roman 
Catholic priests can visit www.homilies.com for weekly homily assistance if needed.  
Historical Perspective  
Throughout church history, pastors have preached sermons written by others. 
“Over the centuries thousands of books of sermons have been published and purchased. 
In fact, until the second-half of the 19th century when the novel surpassed it in sales, 
sermon collections were the most popular form of reading” (Shelly 3). These resources 
were often printed for the purpose of providing pastors, usually uneducated pastors, 
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sermons to preach to their congregations. In the sixteenth century, English bishops 
provided sermons “to ensure their clergy, especially those with little learning, had 
material from which to read or preach in the pulpit” (Wabuda 551). Dr. Susan Wabuda 
reports that in an effort to combat heresy in the pulpit many bishops believed their duty 
was to provide their clergy with printed sermons in an effort to confront wrong teachings 
in the church adequately (552). Providing sermons for clergy who may not have had any 
formal training on preaching is a reasonable idea. Providing sermons for uneducated and 
under trained clergy was the rationale behind one of the most notable bishops in church 
history, Archbishop Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury. Of all bishops, Cranmer spent more 
time preparing homilies for his uneducated clergymen than any other bishop or church 
head.  
This research studied Nazarene senior pastors in the United States who are 
required by the Church of the Nazarene to have formal training before they begin pulpit 
ministry, as is the case for most Christian churches in the United States. Therefore, 
though the use of others’ sermons may not be new in church history, what may be new is 
the fact that so many educated and trained pastors/preachers are readily using sermons 
that were prepared by others and often for other congregations.  
Congregational Perspective  
For some laypeople, having their pastors preach another person’s sermon is not a 
problem. Warren Wiersbe tells the story of a preacher who was preaching through a book 
of sermons, “not knowing that a member of the congregation had the same book! At the 
end of one service the member said to his pastor, ‘Good sermon, pastor.… Next weeks’ is 
good too!’” (qtd. in Swanson). One historical figure in American history is also quoted in 
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supporting such practices. “Back in 1735 when Philadelphia Presbyterian pastor Rev. 
Samuel Hemphill was accused of pulpit plagiarism, Ben Franklin came to his defense: ‘I 
rather approved his giving us good sermons composed by others, than bad ones of his 
own manufacture’” (qtd. in Schemper 11). Franklin’s statement makes a powerful point 
in that some members of congregations would actually prefer to hear sermons from other 
pastors than from their own.  
Dr. Carter Shelly, a Presbyterian minister who is also an adjunct professor in the 
department of religion at Wake Forest University, shares a similar experience of a 
parishioner’s encouragement for him to use someone else’s sermon. After preaching a 
sermon that was “uncharacteristically brief and had consisted of a jumble of unconnected 
thoughts and illustrations,” a member of his congregation came up to him afterwards and 
said, “That wasn’t one of your better efforts” (2). Shelly agreed. Shelly stated that his 
mistake was waiting until Saturday to write the sermon. When Saturday came, he 
unexpectedly had to make an all-day hospital visit, and then that evening he had to visit 
the home of a grieving family. He did not begin working on his sermon until 11:30 p.m. 
on Saturday night. Shelly shared what his Saturday was like with his church member, 
who then replied, “Sounds like today would have been a good time to preach someone 
else’s sermon” (2). Shelly was quick to tell his congregant that he could not do that 
because “that’s not preaching; that’s plagiarism” (2). The parishioner did not view it as 
plagiarism and freely shared his opinion that also belittled Shelly’s sermon: “It would 
make more sense to use a sermon written by George Buttrick or Peter Marshall than to 
preach that load of rubbish you offered this morning” (2). Again, though Shelly’s 
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parishioner lacked tact in the statement he made, his point, like Franklin’s, is one that 
pastors must take into consideration in regards to their preaching.  
Plagiarism in the Pulpit 
What defines plagiarism in the pulpit is difficult to distinguish. The word 
plagiarism is derived “from a Latin word meaning kidnapper or seducer” (DeMaria et al. 
3). Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines “plagiarize” as “to steal and pass off (the 
ideas or words of another) as one’s own.” Plagiarism.org summarizes the definition of 
plagiarism by saying, “Simply put, plagiarism is the use of another’s original words or 
ideas as though they were your own. Any time you borrow from an original source and 
do not give proper credit, you have committed plagiarism and violated U. S. copyright 
laws” (“Plagiarism FAQ’s”). However, many believe that pastors are given greater 
leeway in passing off other people’s work as their own. 
As noted earlier in this paper, the use of others’ sermons in the pulpit is not a new 
phenomenon in church history. In fact, during the English Reformation, using someone 
else’s sermon was not considered plagiarism because the congregation knew that when 
the pastor or priest was reading a homily it was not his original work. An important 
distinction exists between a homily and a sermon. Susan Wabuda states, “A homily was a 
prepared sermon for a priest, standing in a pulpit, to read to an audience. Preaching, on 
the other hand is more demanding…. Preachers should be able to write their own 
sermons” (552). For example, when Archbishop Cranmer wrote and delivered and 
preached a sermon, it was then sent out to his clergymen who read it to their 
congregations as a homily. The congregations understood their pastors were not the 
original authors of the homily that morning. 
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Today, however, even though sermon Web sites give permission for pastors to 
preach a purchased sermon without crediting the source, many churches have found such 
preaching practices to be unacceptable, especially if they are not aware of the preaching 
practices of their pastor. Articles and press releases regarding plagiarism in the pulpit 
could become more common: 
A pastor in Keene, New Hampshire, has resigned after preaching sermons 
found on the Internet and consequently confessing to plagiarism. 
According to church president.… Another minister on staff had noticed 
last winter that [the pastor] was claiming credit for sermons he hadn’t 
written. When confronted by church leaders, [the pastor] promptly 
admitted to wrong doing. (Lischer 16) 
 On 20 September 2003, the Washington Times ran an article that discusses how a church 
member entered the title of a scheduled sermon one Sunday before the service on an 
Internet search engine and it revealed the same sermon: 
A sermon with the same title had been delivered months earlier by the 
Rev. Thomas K. Tewell, pastor of Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in 
New York City.… [The church member] then went to [her church] for the 
Sunday service, printout in hand, matching word for word the text on [her] 
printout. And then [her pastor] proceeded to quote most of Tewell’s 
sermon. (Broadway)  
 
When the church member brought her discovery to the attention of the congregation, they 
began to uncover a pattern of plagiarized sermons stretching back for more than a year 
and a half.   
Pastors’, Educators’, and Church Leaders’ Perspectives  
The pastor mentioned from Washington, DC, who holds the highest elected 
position in his denomination, said that sermons are “held to a different standard and are 
fair game as long as the person using the material doesn’t publish them in a book form of 
his own” (Broadway). This pastor is certainly not alone in his conviction, that using 
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online sermons on a consistent basis is appropriate. In conversations with colleagues, I 
have learned that many pastors are not willing to go on record of making such statements, 
especially to their congregations. In fact, I have discovered from conversations with 
colleagues, that many seem quick to defend utilizing one, if not several, sermons they 
have acquired online. Many pastors assert that they are too busy and do not have the time 
for adequate sermon preparation. Many believe the expectations on the pastor are greater 
than ever before. As a result, sermon preparation time is compromised for other pressing 
needs.  
Kevin Miller, executive editor of PreachingTodaySermons.com, was quoted in a 
recent article:  
The expectation of the congregational leader has gone up dramatically in 
the last 30 years.… Pastors are now expected to be strong leaders, vision 
casters, legally knowledgeable, all while providing Disney-quality 
childcare. You can’t do that and provide an outstanding sermon as well. 
(Horn)  
Barry L. Davis states, “As a fellow servant of the Word, I understand the demands 
[original emphasis] you face everyday: Counseling, Board Meetings, Discipleship, 
Family, Vision-Casting, Administration, Training,… Weddings, Funerals, etc.” From 
Davis’ Web site, a pastor can link to “Sermon World Annual Sermons”:  
How would you like to have next year’s sermon plan completed today? 
This CD includes one year (52 Sermons!) of full manuscript sermons in 
both Word and ptf formats. In addition, PowerPoint files for each sermon 
are included. These are the best-selling sermons that we send out each 
month through our extremely popular SermonWorld Subscription 
Service.” (Davis)  
When time does not allow for adequate sermon preparation, most pastors know of the 
thousands of high quality sermons just a few mouse clicks away.  
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Some of today’s most influential pastors and professors of homiletics are critical 
of such sermon preparation (e.g., Craddock, Robinson), especially if such sermons are the 
primary source for the Sunday morning service. However, many church leaders and 
academicians understand the time constraints and pressure pastors face. Most church 
leaders agree that a pastor can be inspired by another’s sermon and accept borrowing 
from another sermon as long as it is properly credited. Dr. Haddon W. Robinson, the 
Harold John Ockenga Distinguished Professor of Preaching at Gordon-Conwell 
Theological Seminary, in a recent interview states his opinion of using sources in a 
sermon, 
I don’t think you have to footnote anything from a commentary or a 
resource of that nature, but when you get the substance of what you’re 
talking about from another’s sermon, you’re obligated to say “what I want 
to talk about this morning, I’ve gotten a great deal of help from,…” and 
attribute the source. (qtd. In Horn) 
Dr. Robinson at least begins to bring guidelines into the issue of how to use other 
resources when preparing and preaching a sermon. 
The problem stems from going beyond these common theological and biblical 
references to using illustrations and main points that were, in fact, created by someone 
else. Robinson believes that one of the biggest mistakes pastors make is taking an 
illustration they have heard from someone else or read somewhere and implying that it 
happened to them. Robinson says, “It’s wrong and stupid. You cannot take stuff that does 
not apply to you and say that it has” (qtd. in Horn). A colleague shared the following 
experience. The pastor of the church in which he was on staff used sermons purchased 
online. The pastoral staff was aware that the sermons were not written by the senior 
pastor and the staff knew from what site he purchased his sermons. What frustrated the 
staff was when he used a movie example and gave the illustration as if he watched the 
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movie. For example, he would say, “I could not sleep the other night, so I got up and 
went out to the living room and turned on the TV and the late late movie was on. It 
starred John Wayne in___ .” He would then share the movie illustration he found on an 
Internet source yet create a story of watching it on TV late one night (Pulliam).  
Dr. Hal Poe, Charles Colson Professor of Faith and Culture at Union University in 
Jackson, Tennessee, shows less empathy toward busy pastors than do the previously 
mentioned efforts. Poe states, “Pastors have always been busy, so it’s not simply that 
there’s more to do now than there was.… Pastors may be poor organizers of their time, 
perhaps paying attention to the wrong priorities, or trying to meet expectations they know 
are impossible” (qtd. in Horn). One can easily agree that for many pastors sermon 
preparation is being compromised when compared with other areas of ministry.  
The feelings on the appropriateness of downloading sermons every week varies 
from pastor to pastor and church leader to church leader, though homiletics professors 
today and even historically stress the critical importance of the pastor in the study and the 
importance of wrestling with the Scriptures in preparing the sermon for the people of 
God. From my personal dialogue with other clergy, many pastors assert those professors 
and congregations critical of using others’ sermons do not understand the pressures and 
time constraints that pastors face week after week. Others claim that such preaching 
practice is plagiarism in the pulpit and that it suggests a lack of faithfulness to the call. 
Another issue to add to this already heated discussion is that pastors, having full 
permission to use these sources without having to credit them, say that people are coming 
to know Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior as well growing in their faith. Clearly, the 
problem is complex, especially when pastors, educators, church leaders, and even 
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congregations differ greatly on the appropriateness of pastors preaching sermons written 
and prepared by others. 
Easy Access 
The availability for pastors to purchase anywhere from one to fifty-two weeks of 
sermons on the Internet in a given year will certainly open up several hours in a pastors 
schedule, which were once dedicated to time in study. The pastors time can shift to other 
areas, such as the building program, church conferences, the networking through the 
country club golf course when the hours once dedicated to sermon preparation are no 
longer needed. While none of these church responsibilities are bad in and of themselves, 
they can easily be given a greater priority than preaching. Sermon preparation has been 
compromised, whether due to time issues, lack of confidence in one’s own preaching, the 
convenience of purchasing rather than preparing one’s own sermon, or a combination of 
all three. Whatever the reason may be for pastors buying and preaching sermons without 
citing the source, the issue continues to grow into a serious problem in the church today. 
With using others’ sermons on a consistent basis, pastors may not be spending 
significant time in studying the Bible. When all the exegetical work is already done, 
when wrestling with difficult passages is forfeited, when the way the text applies to the 
present time is already worked out, pastors will spend little if any time in the Word of 
God for sermon preparation. Spending time in the Word on a consistent basis, especially 
during sermon preparation, is critical for the spiritual lives of pastors and the spiritual 
lives of congregations.  
John A. Broadus believes a spiritual maturity process is taking place in the pastor 
as he or she prepares the sermon for their congregation:  
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The preacher who uses the Bible will also be growing in grace and in 
knowledge. As a person delves deeply into Scripture to give others 
spiritual food, he feeds his own soul… While he prepares to share with 
others, he matures in Christ. (20-21)  
A transforming process takes place in the pastor who uses the Bible, which can be 
negated from the preparation process if the pastor uses an already crafted sermon. 
Broadus also mentions an analogy of providing “spiritual food” to the congregation. A 
pastor must be well nourished in the Word before being able to provide nourishment to 
the congregation.  
Calvin Miller uses similar analogy in “feeding the flock” and that the nourishment 
must come from the Bible: 
The nourishing of God is the imperative point of our preaching. When the 
apostle Peter teaches and encourages us to “feed the flock of God,” he has 
in mind the idea of feeding our sheep from the Bible. The Word we bring 
in our sermons is there to feed the flock of God, lest they go 
undernourished. (37)  
If the Word pastors preach in sermons is to feed the flock yet the sermons that are 
preached were purchased for $4.95 on the Internet, the possibility exists that the 
congregations are not being properly fed because the pastor has not been in the Bible. 
The appearance may be that the congregation is being nourished, but the meal is similar 
to fast food, edible but not very healthy. Certainly, congregations may at first even find 
the fast-food sermon enjoyable and filling. This problem of malnourishment in churches 
due to fast-food sermons is something, unfortunately, that cannot be seen immediately. If 
a regular diet of sermons purchased online are not as healthy for congregations as pastors 
thought, the next generation will reveal just how malnourished or poorly fed churches 
have become.  
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Though the next generation may be the ones to tell pastors of today how effective 
their preaching was, a foundation must be laid for discussion on the use of Internet 
sermon resources to evaluate the preaching practices of today. To begin the discussion 
this study focused on Nazarene pastors in one denomination, the Church of the Nazarene 
USA.  
Purpose 
The purpose of this research was to identify the beliefs of Nazarene senior pastors 
in the USA in regards to the use of Internet resources for regular sermon preparation.  
 Research Question #1  
What do Nazarene senior pastors believe to be appropriate use of Internet 
resources for sermon preparation? 
Research Question #2   
What do Nazarene senior pastors identify as benefits in using Internet resources? 
 
 Research Question #3 
What do Nazarene senior pastors identify as drawbacks to using Internet sermon 
resources?  
Methodology 
In order to identify Nazarene pastors’ beliefs concerning use of Internet resources 
for regular sermon preparation, the research was conducted through an anonymous open-
ended questionnaire posted online by the Research Center of the Church of the Nazarene 
in Kansas City, Missouri.  
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Population 
The population in this study consisted of senior pastors in the Church of the 
Nazarene in the United States. Table 1.1 displays the age of senior pastors in the Church 
of the Nazarene as of 2006. 
 
Table 1.1 Age Distribution of Nazarene Pastors in 2005 
 
Age Category 1996 % 2005 % 
30 years old or less (Millennials*) 3.4 2.7 
31 through 40 years old (Busters*) 24.9 14.7 
41 through 50 years old (Late Boomers*) 34.5 33.3 
51 through 60 years old (Early Boomers*) 24.0 33.4 
Over 60 years old (Veterans*) 13.2 15.9 
Totals 100.0 100.0 
*Labels used here are among the popular labels used for these generational 
cohorts based on their age in 2005.  
 
  Source: Crow, Corps 7. 
 
A majority of Nazarene pastors come from the Baby Boom generation, which as 
of 2006 included ages 41-50. The educational background of a pastor is important when 
beginning the discussion of the use of Internet sermon resources because education level 
is possibly a factor in deciding to use Internet resources. Though the most common path 
to a senior pastorate in the Church of the Nazarene is through a liberal arts college to 
seminary and then an assignment as senior pastor, one can observe “a declining influence 
of formal education at Nazarene institutions among ordinands over the last twenty 
years—from 76% in 1985 to 61% in 2004” (Crow, Corps 1;) (see Table 1.2). 
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Table 1.2. Senior Pastors’ Educational and Career Paths 
Career Path % 
Liberal arts college → seminary → senior pastor 21.5 
Bible college → senior pastor 15.8 
Liberal arts college → senior pastor 14.1 
Liberal arts college → youth minister → senior pastor 8.2 
Directed study → senior pastor 6.9 
District center → senior pastor 6.4 
Liberal arts college → seminary → associate → senior Pastor 5.7 
Liberal arts college → associate → senior pastor 5.0 
Bible college → associate → senior pastor 2.2 
Liberal arts college → associate → seminary → senior pastor 2.0 
Directed study → associate → senior pastor 1.7 
Bible college → seminary → senior pastor 1.0 
District center → associate → senior Pastor .5 
Other 8.9 
  
Source: The fall 2001 ANSR Poll. Of the eight hundred senior or solo, pastors in the 
United States and Canada who were mailed surveys, 414 (52 percent) responded. 
This table summarizes responses to the question, “What was your path to your 
current role as a senior pastor?” (Crow, Corps 8). 
 
 
 
As mentioned many pastors believe that if a church is growing while a pastor is 
preaching sermons purchased from the Internet that outcome alone validates the use of 
such resources. Because pastors think church growth is the definitive factor on whether or 
not to use Internet sermon resources, looking at worship attendance in the Church of the 
Nazarene in the United States is important (see Table 1.3). “The most often found 
worship attendance size is from 26-50. This pattern is similar to other Protestant 
denominations. About thirty-percent of Nazarene pastors are bi-vocational” (Crow, Corps 
2). Obviously, in regards to population, most Nazarene churches are small.  
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Table 1.3. Worship Size Distribution of Congregations of the Church of the 
Nazarene in the United States and Canada 
Worship Average Number* Percent 
1 – 100 3,425 70.1% 
101 – 200 883 18.1% 
201 – 300 280 5.7% 
301 – 500 187 3.8% 
Over 500 113 2.3% 
 
Source: Pastors’ Annual Reports –2005. 
*Includes all churches and NewStarts in the United States and 
Canada that reported any Sunday morning worship attendance. 
Since definitions of membership vary, Sunday morning worship 
participation has been used (as qtd. in Crow, Corps). 
 
Instruments and Data Collection 
A researcher-designed anonymous open-ended questionnaire was used to learn 
the beliefs of Nazarene pastors in regards to the use of Internet resources for regular 
sermon preparation. “Open-ended items allow the individual more freedom of response 
because certain feelings or information may be revealed that would not be forthcoming 
with selected response items” (Wiersma and Jurs 169). The open-ended questionnaire 
offered the subjects an opportunity to elaborate on their beliefs in regards to sermon 
preparation without limiting their options by giving choices.    
Delimitations and Generalizability 
The motivation to engage in this research emerged as a result of my becoming 
increasingly aware of pastors preaching, on a regular basis, sermons and sermon outlines 
obtained from the Internet. The study was limited to senior pastors in the Church of the 
Nazarene in the United States whose e-mail addresses the Nazarene Research Center had 
on file, which numbered 3667. One can generalize similar outcomes if this study is 
replicated in an evangelical denomination of similar size, demographic makeup, and 
attitudinal openness toward the research project and preacher/researcher.  
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Biblical Foundations 
The biblical foundation for the study focused on the prophet Ezekiel, more 
specifically Ezekiel 2:9-3:3. In this passage Ezekiel “ate the scroll” or “ate” the Word 
that was given to him by God, so that the Word became a part of his inmost being, part of 
his life in every way. “Eating the Word” is an incarnational aspect of the Word, the 
taking in of the Word. Walther Zimmerli in his commentary on Ezekiel calls this stage in 
Ezekiel’s commissioning an “act of ordination” (134-35). This project looked at how 
preachers in the Church of the Nazarene, like Ezekiel, must also carry within their bodies 
the Word of God.  
Overview of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 of this work establishes the biblical, theological, and homiletical 
contexts for the study. The methodology design is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
reports the research findings, and Chapter 5 provides a discussion and interpretation of 
the research findings. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
Biblical Precedents 
 
The purpose of this research was to identify the beliefs of Nazarene senior pastors 
in the Unites States in regard to the use of Internet resources for regular sermon 
preparation. As demonstrated in Chapter 1, more and more pastors are purchasing sermon 
outlines and full manuscripts from the Internet as their primary form of sermon 
preparation. When pastors are able to purchase a sermon or sermon outline that is ready 
to preach, no longer needing to prepare a sermon obviously opens up significant time to 
focus on other church responsibilities. Sermon preparation time may be compromised for 
issues such as lack of time, lack of confidence in one’s own preaching, or because 
purchasing a sermon is easier than preparing one. For whatever the reason, many pastors 
are consistently preaching sermons prepared by others.  
Though the means and methods of sermon preparation continue to change over 
the years, what has not changed in the history of the Christian church is the belief that a 
preacher is called by God to preach the Word: “While all believers are ‘in ministry,’ and 
all ministries are ‘essential’ to the health, worship and mission of the church, ministries 
that mediate the ‘word of God [original emphasis]’ are ‘hyper-essential,[original 
emphasis]’ steering the whole people of God forward according to the will of God” 
(Dongell, “In Search” 5). The primary source that pastors have always used in “steering 
the whole people of God forward” is Scripture. “All Scripture is God-breathed” (2 Tim. 
3:16 NIV). “Scripture has never, in any major part of the Christian church, been simply a 
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book to be referred to when certain questions are to be discussed” (Wright). Scripture has 
always been pastors’ principal guide in shepherding their people: “Scripture itself is the 
supreme resource for all who speak in God’s behalf for making disciples” (Dongell, “In 
Search” 9). Because the call to preach God’s Scriptures is so important to the life and 
future of the church, dialogue becomes vital to examine whether or not pastors are being 
faithful to this holy calling on their lives, when a majority of their sermon preparation 
consists of downloading sermons and sermon outlines from other pastors.  
This section looks to Scripture to see what the Word of God may have to say to 
this issue of sermon preparation, simply consisting of downloading sermons from other 
pastors as the primary form of sermon preparation. The following section looks at the 
prophet Ezekiel who demonstrated faithfulness in his calling of proclaiming God’s Word, 
even in the most challenging of times. 
Ezekiel 2:9-3:3 
Ezekiel was called by God to proclaim a very challenging message at a very 
difficult time, which is precisely why looking to the prophet Ezekiel in regards to 
preaching today can be beneficial to both pastors and congregations. Eugene H. Peterson 
highlights the importance of looking to prophets, such as Ezekiel:  
If we are in danger (which we certainly are) of succumbing to the 
widespread setting-aside of the Holy Scriptures and replacing them with 
the text of our own experience—our needs and wants and feelings—for 
authoritative direction in our actual day to day living,… Ezekiel,… 
responsible for the spiritual formation of God’s people in the worst of 
times, ought to be able to convince us of their gut-level necessity: Yes, eat 
this book. (Eat This Book 21) 
Ezekiel was both a priest and a prophet. He was called by God to proclaim this message 
of the Lord’s judgment to the exiled Jews in Babylon probably between 593-571 BC 
(Alexander 740). “Ezekiel … lived in a time in which there was widespread pressure to 
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live by a very different text than the one revealed by God in these Holy Scriptures” 
(Peterson, Eat This Book 21). “Ezekiel’s rhetorical agenda is clear: to transform his 
audience’s (the exiles’) perceptions of their relationship with Yahweh and ultimately to 
change their behavior” (Block 15). Ezekiel warned Israel of the pending judgment and 
stressed the need for individual responsibility for the way they had been living, which 
was in disobedience to God, as well as national accountability before God.  
These five verses in chapters 2 and 3 come in the midst of a visionary experience 
in which God is charging Ezekiel for the ministry God has for him. In Ezekiel 2 the Lord 
commissions him and prepares him to be his messenger in the midst of very difficult 
days: 
Then I looked and saw a hand reaching out to me, and it held a scroll. He 
unrolled it, and I saw that both sides were covered with funeral songs, 
other words of sorrow, and pronouncements of doom. The voice said to 
me, “Son of man, eat what I am giving you—eat this scroll! Then go and 
give its message to the people of Israel.” So I opened my mouth, and he 
fed me the scroll. “Eat it all,” he said. And when I ate it, it tasted as sweet 
as honey. (Ezk. 2:9-3:3, NLT) 
In this passage Ezekiel is eating the Word (the scroll) so that he will then, and only then, 
be prepared to go and give God’s message to the people. Peterson says, “Readers become 
what they read” (Eat This Book 20). Ezekiel was only prepared to take God’s message to 
the people once he had taken the scroll into himself or, as Peterson states, had become 
what he has read.       
The hand of God is outstretched toward Ezekiel holding a scroll. The scroll was 
filled front and back with God’s Word, which Daniel Isaac Block says, “Implies not only 
a well-defined but also a complete message. Ezekiel may not modify it with his own 
comments, nor does God allow himself any room for adjustments” (124). No matter how 
difficult God’s message may be to proclaim, it must not be watered down or set aside for 
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any reason, though Ezekiel and other messengers of God may certainly want to do so, 
especially if pastors today think a message may hurt the growth of the church. When the 
scroll was unrolled before Ezekiel, he saw that it was “covered with funeral songs, other 
words of sorrow and pronouncements of doom” (Ezek. 2:10). Many scholars agree that 
these three expressions set the tone for Ezekiel’s ministry and describe the effects of the 
message he pronounced upon his people (Blenkinsopp; Block; Zimmerli). Ezekiel was 
qualified to proclaim God’s word during this very difficult period once he had fully taken 
in and digested the Word of God.  
Twice in these five verses God commends Ezekiel to eat the scroll, yet the second 
command, Block points out, is much more emphatic and dramatic: “Your stomach 
[beten] gorge. And your intestines [me im] fill with this scroll” (Ezek. 3:3). The prophet 
is called not just to “eat the scroll” but literally to stuff every bit of his inner being, every 
bit of his life, full with the scroll, the Word of God. Ezekiel obeys on both occasions. In 
doing so, the total consumption of the scroll indicates Ezekiel’s complete submission to 
the will of God and to his Word. For preachers, completely submitting themselves to the 
Word of God, by “gorging” and “filling” their lives with the Word, is not happening 
when pastors are regularly purchasing then proclaiming sermons they did not write. More 
is required of God’s messengers than simply reading the Word and being familiar with 
the Word; it must be within the messenger,  
The message Ezekiel “ate” was for a specific people at a specific time, but the 
passage also “clearly represents the Word of God in general” (Cantalamessa 30). 
Messengers of God today are, like Ezekiel, called to carry within their bodies the Word 
of God. The book is to be digested, internalized, incorporated, and embodied. Only then 
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can the Word be truly lived out: “[I]n the swallowed book—the Word becomes 
‘incarnate’ in the proclaimer, becomes ‘word made flesh,’ a living efficacious word. The 
relationship between proclaimer and Word is immediate and personal” (30). Ezekiel 
personifies the message within him, the message he was called to proclaim and those 
called to be preachers today are to follow Ezekiel’s example. One also can see the critical 
importance of eating the Word, not just from Ezekiel, current-day preachers, and 
homiliticans such as Peterson and Raniero Cantalamessa but also from earlier church 
leaders.  
Humbert of Romans (1194-1277) was the fifth master general of the Dominican 
Order of Preachers, according to the Catholic Encyclopedia (CE). In Humbert’s view, 
preaching is a central part to the ministry of the Church, and he, too, looks to Ezekiel to 
stress this point. He does so by referencing even further back in church history by 
referencing St. Jerome:  
St. Jerome, while explaining the text of the Prophet, Ezekiel, “Eat this 
book” (Ezek. 3:1), points out that the preacher must nourish his heart with 
the words of God and must meditate attentively on them before delivering 
them to the people. (23)  
Humbert, as well as his Dominican brothers notes that preaching requires one’s best 
efforts put forward “earnestly and ardently,” so when Humbert references Ezekiel 3:1, he 
is clearly affirming the fact that pastors, to put their best effort forward, must take in and 
meditate on the Word. Preachers are neither prepared nor ready to stand before their 
people if they have not “eaten” the Word of God so that it might become incarnate within 
them. Pastors must “eat the scroll” for themselves for the purpose of feeding their own 
congregations. “Eating the scroll” is nonnegotiable to Humbert and the Order of 
Preachers, as well as for many homiliticans today such as Peterson and Raniero 
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Cantalmessa. Taking in, or “eating the scroll,” is an experience that is required of all the 
prophets and for the heralds of God today. What stands out in the Ezekiel passage is the 
emphasis on messengers taking the Word into themselves. Once the word is taken in, 
individuals then become carriers of God’s Word and ready to proclaim his Word, in fact, 
they cannot hold back from proclaiming the Word.  
John B. Taylor in his commentary on Ezekiel comments on 3:1-3 saying that once 
God’s word is within the messenger, as it was for Jeremiah, the message cannot not be 
held in, “in my heart as it were a burning fire shut up in my bones and I am weary with 
holding it in, and I cannot’ (Jer. 20:9) The true prophet, sent and inspired by God, 
invariably had this sense of compulsion” (64). Once a preacher has taken in God’s word 
and has “eaten the scroll” a natural response is proclamation of the message that is within 
them. When a pastor negates time spent in the Word in the study of Scriptures and does 
not prepare to feed his or her flock, the message is not within them, and it becomes 
possible, as Taylor implies, the fire is not within their bones or the compulsion to 
proclaim the Word. A desire may be present within the pastor to be a good 
communicator, to be relevant, to be humorous, or to have good illustrations. Certainly, 
the possibility exists that the desire and necessity to “eat the Word” and have it “within 
their bones” begins to lose the priority it should have in a pastor’s life if pre packaged 
sermons are regularly obtained from the Internet.   
 “Eating the Word” is not simply an act in itself. A pastor faithfully “eating the 
Word,” as the prophet Ezekiel does, is done in response to and out of faithful love for 
God. “Eating the Word” is spiritually forming to a pastor and, in turn, his or her 
preaching becomes an expression of faithful love for God. The pastor’s love for God, the 
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Word, and his or her congregation are the reasons for “Eating the Word.” The message of 
faithful love for God and his Word must also burn within the hearts of Christian 
congregations. Through the preached Word that is incarnate in the preacher, 
congregations grow deeper in their love for God, love for his Word and love for others.  
The following sections discuss how faithful love for God through preaching is 
lived out. The following three sections include the preparation of the preacher, the 
preparation of the sermon, and the delivery of the sermon. Each of the three sections 
demonstrates that the spiritual life and growth of pastors is in every way central to 
preaching.  
The Preparation of the Preacher 
The spiritual life of the pastors and their own spiritual formation is critical for the 
pastors and the congregations they serve, especially when required to preach on a regular 
basis. One of the requirements and benefits of being called to preach is the time spent in 
the Word while preparing the sermon, for it prepares preachers as well.    
Spiritual Formation of the Preacher 
Sermon preparation time can also be a time of spiritual formation for pastors, 
which then becomes spiritually forming for their congregations. Ronald Rolheiser also 
references the Ezekiel passage in regards to its importance in spiritual formation:  
What a powerful symbol! The idea is that we should digest the word and 
turn it into their own flesh so that the people will be able to see the word 
of God in a living body rather than a dead parchment…. We have to digest 
something and turn it, physically, into the flesh of our own bodies so it 
becomes part of what we look like. (102)  
However, Peterson believes this spiritual formation of pastors through the meditation and 
contemplation of Scripture is at a low within the church today: “Despite the unsurpassed 
academic training that American pastors receive, it looks very much as if no generation 
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of pastors that we know about historically has been so embarrassingly ill-trained in the 
contemplation of Scripture” (Working the Angles 109). Meditating, contemplating, or 
“eating” the Word of God is spiritually forming to the pastor and is a requirement to then 
feed others. Miller states, “The sermon must be bound up in the lifestyle of the preacher” 
(30). John Gill highlights the requirement needed to teach or feed a congregation:  
[F]or a pastor is to feed men with knowledge and understanding: and 
therefore must have a good share of it himself, so that he may be “able to 
teach others also” (2 Tim. 2:2)… [T]his is a principal part of his work, to 
teach and instruct men in the knowledge of evangelical truths. (227)  
Pastors who are called to proclaim the Word of God can only provide spiritual formation 
and direction to others if they are also continually growing in their own spiritual lives. 
Richard Lischer writes, “Despite the waves of spirituality in both the church and popular 
culture today, we are not seeing a corresponding revival of interest in the holiness of the 
preacher” (22). Spiritual formation of the preacher, while preparing to preach, begins 
with prayerful and meditative bible reading.  
Prayerful and Meditative Bible Reading 
Peterson calls for biblical reading called lectio divina. “Lecto divina comprises 
four elements: lectio (read the text), meditation (meditate on the text), oratio (pray the 
text) and contemplation (live the text). Lectio divina is a way of reading that becomes a 
way of living” (Eat This Book 91). Augustine, Benedict of Nursia, began teaching lectio 
divina, and an entire order of monks, the Benedictines, grew up around this lectio divina 
teaching. Hughes Oliphant Old writes that practicing Benedict’s lectio divina, inspired 
Gregory the Great, one of the greatest popes in the Roman Catholic Church, as he 
prayerfully meditated, prepared, and preached his sermon: 
Meditation on the Word, or contemplation, as he often calls it, is a cardinal 
dimension of the ministry of the Word. Contemplation is essential to the 
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preparation of a sermon. Meditation means to think about the meaning of a 
passage of Scripture, to chew the thoughts over, to ponder its application. 
This meditation on the Scripture lesson Gregory finds as the necessary 
preparation for the preaching of the Scriptures. (454)  
Meditation on the Word, or lectio divina has clearly been fundamental to the life of the 
Church since Augustine and a practice that would benefit the church and pastors today. 
As pastors read, meditate, and pray over a passage of Scripture on which they 
intend to preach, they are being transformed to live out and proclaim the Word that has 
been formed in them as preachers and pastors. The Word becomes a part of their lives, 
for they have “eaten the Word,” and so, in turn, the pastors are preaching the Word that 
has been stirring and moving within. This classic formulation of lectio divina intends to 
shape reading into living: “Reading, as it were, puts the solid food into our mouths, 
meditation chews it and breaks it down, prayer obtains the flavor of it and contemplation 
is the very sweetness which makes us glad and refreshes us” (Tugwell 94). Once 
preachers have read, meditated, prayerfully submitted, and contemplated what has been 
taken in, they are then ready, as pastors, to share the Word of the Lord from the depths of 
their own souls. When this type of prayerful and meditative reading of Scripture has been 
done by the pastors the type of preaching that takes place is what Dr. J. Ellsworth Kalas 
refers to as “soul preaching” (16).  
Though Dr. Kalas does not use the classical term lectio divina, he articulates the 
same thought by stressing that soul preaching can only happen when pastors have been 
immersed in the Word. “The preacher saturates himself or herself in the text before going 
into commentaries or other material, else the sermon will have the flavor of such sources 
rather than the flavor of the preacher’s beliefs” (16). John Stott also does not use the 
classical term of lectio divina, but he too stresses the importance of taking in the text: 
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Read the text, re-read it, and read it again. Turn it over and over in your 
mind.… Probe your text, like a bee with a spring blossom, or like a 
humming bird probing a hibiscus flower for its nectar. Worry at it like a 
dog with a bone. Suck at it like a child sucks an orange. Chew at it as a 
cow chews the cud. (220) 
In addition to “chewing” on Scripture, Stott quotes Spurgeon’s metaphors on studying the 
Scriptures: “Let us, dear brethren, try to get saturated with the gospel. I always find that I 
can preach best when I can manage to lie asoak in my text” (220). If preachers are not 
immersed in the Word and taking it in, chewing on it, soaking in it, applying it to their 
lives, the potential exists for their preaching to have the flavor of the commentaries, 
sermons, books, and resources that were read, or even worse their personal opinions. 
This idea of saturation is also shared by Dr. Dennis F. Kinlaw. In his book, 
Kinlaw gives a life illustration of a time when he learned the importance of saturating 
himself in the Word so that the Word was proclaimed and not himself. Dr. Kinlaw had 
just finished preaching a sermon on John 5:24 and delivered what he thought was “a 
pretty good sermon” (9). After the service a large elderly gentlemen named Otto walked 
toward him, and as Dr. Kinlaw reached out to shake his hand expecting a compliment, 
Otto took Dr. Kinlaw’s shoulders and gently rocked him back and forth staring him 
straight in the face:  
Son, Dennis Kinlaw does not know enough to help a soul. He is not that 
bright!... This world doesn’t need to hear what you think. What it needs to 
hear is what God thinks. Go home and get down on your knees with your 
Bible and stay there until you know what God thinks. And the next time 
you stand up to preach tell people what God thinks. (9)  
Old Otto did not use the term lecto divina or the term soul preaching, but he certainly 
articulated the same thoughts of Peterson and Kalas. Dr. Kinlaw says, “That one 
conversation with Otto has been more valuable than any year of seminary training that I 
received, as far as empirical impact has been concerned” (9). Pastors must immerse 
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themselves, on their knees (in prayer), in the Word of God so that they can return to their 
congregation to tell them “what God thinks.”  
James S. Stewart gives an example opposite of Kinlaw’s in which a sermon was 
preached where those in attendance knew the pastor was preaching from the depths of his 
soul: 
Ernest Raymond, novelist and essayist, has described the most impressive 
sermon he ever heard. In itself, he relates, the sermon was ordinary: 
“intellectually negligible, aesthetically ragged. Its construction was faulty, 
its delivery abominable. Yet its effect was overwhelming.…” The 
preacher, sitting down, and staring at the floor or ceiling in search of 
words—so halting was his speech—spoke of the text, “Come unto Me, all 
ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.” “I think,” 
wrote Raymond, “he spoke for an hour, and not a man of us moved, and 
most of us were very quiet all night.” There you have a striking testimony 
to the power of preaching to mediate the Real Presence of Christ.” 
(Heralds 100)  
Obviously, Stewart, Peterson, and Kalas are not suggesting that to take the Word into 
your soul means no longer needing to worry about sermon delivery or construction. The 
point of the illustration from Stewart, however, is a good one. When pastors have truly 
taken in the Word have knelt by their beds in prayer with the Bible open, have wrestled 
with the meaning and message within it for them and their congregations, then that 
message will come through with tremendous life-changing power to the listeners as it did 
in Ernest Raymond’s life. 
If one is to follow the teaching of Augustine, Peterson, Kalas, Kinlaw, Stott, 
Spurgeon, and Stewart, prayerful, meditative, lectio divina, sermon preparation is 
required of pastors.  
The Preparation of the Sermon 
Time spent preparing a sermon is also spiritually forming to the pastor. 
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Hard Work  
Sermon preparation is hard work. John Killinger writes about the hard work of 
preaching,  
“It is an arduous task, anguishing task to preach the gospel Sunday after 
Sunday, year after year, in ways that will not weary people, that will not 
betray them into thinking it flat stale and repetitious. The only way to do it 
is to work at one’s preaching with a deathless care. (31)  
A recent article by Haddon W. Robinson and Craig Brian Larson articulates well some of 
the numerous challenges that pastors face in preparing a sermon: 
Preaching well is hard work. We’re expected to be witty, warm, and wise. 
And then next week, we have to do it again,… like the homemaker whose 
goal of three nutritious meals a day is complicated by toddlers making 
messes, demands of a part-time job, over-flowing baskets of laundry, and 
a phone that won’t stop ringing. The multiple demands of pastoral life 
make fresh thinking and sermon writing even more difficult. (535)  
The challenges and insecurity pastors feel as they sit at their desks and begin the journey 
of preparing next week’s sermon is a common feeling among preachers. Jason Byassee 
confirms the challenging task of preaching:  
Preaching is hard. Anyone who has ever sat with the Bible open, 
surrounded by commentaries and a date circled on the calendar knows 
what I mean. Words do not jump to life by themselves. When it happens, 
it is hard to explain how it happened. When it does not, it is just 
depressing. (1)  
Fred Craddock begins his book with a basic assumption that his predecessors such as 
Stewart as shared in Chapter 1: “Learning to preach is difficult.… Learning to preach is 
difficult because preaching is difficult” (16, 19). Craddock goes on to state that though 
learning to preach is difficult, it can be done (19). The idea that preaching is hard and 
challenging work for preachers is not an original thought with twentieth century pastors 
such as Stewart and Craddock.  
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In his classic pastoral theology book written in the seventeenth century, Richard 
Baxter states his thoughts on the importance of hard work in sermon preparation.  
Study hard, for the well is deep, and our brains are shallow.… But 
especially be laborious in the practice and the exercise of your 
knowledge.… By avoiding labor and suffering, I shall draw on myself a 
thousand times more than I avoid; whereas, by present diligence, I shall 
prepare for future blessedness. (112)  
Baxter believes that the hard work, struggle, and the suffering that a pastor experiences, 
while preparing a sermon, is being spiritually formed and even transformed. Martin 
Luther also calls for a full commitment at all levels: “[A preacher] should venture and 
engage body and blood, wealth and honor, in the Word” (126). As Baxter, Luther, and 
others clearly point out, blessing and maturity come with hard work and struggle in 
sermon preparation.  
Stewart pleads with pastors, calling for them in no way to avoid the “hard work” 
that comes with sermon preparation:  
Put into your sermon-making the best you have in you.… You are called 
to speak to men in the name of God. Dare you think lightly of such an 
undertaking, or of the stern discipline of heart and mind which it involves. 
(Heralds 112)   
This notion is mirrored by Barbara Brown Taylor, who also believes that pastors need to 
work hard putting their very best into sermons and warns that if disciplined work in the 
study does not happen, the consequences for such sermon preparation could be disastrous 
for the church. She states, “If we do not attend to God’s presence in our midst and bring 
all our best gifts to serving that presence in the world, we may find ourselves selling 
tickets to a museum” (5). As illustrated, few people would say that sermon preparation 
and preaching is easy. On the contrary, strict discipline is required. Killinger says pastors 
need to do the hard labor of chiseling:  
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We are formed as we work at giving form to the Word of God. We 
become more and more like it as we study it and chisel at it and work it 
into our sermons; until at last, in rhythm with the Word that became flesh, 
our flesh in a very real sense becomes Word. (35)  
If a preacher did say that sermon preparation was easy every week, as Stewart says, “be 
suspicious of that sermon” (110). Some, such as H. H. Farmer would go even a step 
further and say the offering is not even a sermon if the pastor has not given his or her 
very best:  
A sermon which is more foolish than it need be, which has not our 
uttermost best in it, which is not written and prepared with a responsible 
sense of its part in the saving purpose of the Most High, is not preaching, 
but merely the routine fulfillment of a professional task. (18)  
Farmer goes on to articulate that when preaching is “routine” or a “professional task” the 
preaching is “foolish” (18). Foolish is often how pastors feel while working through those 
difficult days of sermon preparation when they think the sermon is not developing the 
way that it should, yet even in those days spiritual formation and maturity is happening in 
the lives of the preachers. They should take some comfort in realizing they are not alone 
in their struggle. 
Even the best preachers of the most successful and largest churches often find 
sermon preparation very difficult. Bill Hybels who pastors a congregation of over fifteen 
thousand stated in a recent interview, “I’ve had to unlearn the idea that preparation is 
always going to be easy, as though you’re going to sit down and God’s always going to 
appear and it’s always going to flow” (Robinson and Larson 552). Through such 
statements of hard work in sermon preparation from Hybels and other highly regarded 
preachers, one can see that perhaps the struggle is in and of itself part of the calling and 
the spiritual formation of the pastor. 
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These experts are all very clear in recognizing the difficult work. They also agree 
that this hard work must never be compromised. Stewart explains why the work in 
preaching is so critical and why compromising is not an option: 
It is precisely because the message entrusted to us is of such paramount 
importance that we should labor at it night and day, sparing no pains to 
become skilled in our craft and to make the earthen vessel as worthy as we 
can of the treasure it contains.…And surely the preacher’s task, 
undertaken at God’s command for Christ’s dear sake, demands the very 
best that unremitting toil and care and disciplined technical training can 
bring to it. “Neither will I offer burnt offerings unto the Lord my God of 
that which doth cost me nothing.” (Heralds103) 
Stewart’s last sentence, that sermon preparation, though very challenging, is an offering 
unto the Lord and that it should cost something, or in other words it should come at a 
price, is a powerful reminder. Again, the call to preach is sacred and spiritual, and though 
it comes with a price, it is, in turn, spiritually forming to pastors and congregations.  
Hard work with good exposition is a common theme among some of the leading 
voices in homiletics in the last one hundred years. Another issue that then comes to the 
surface when looking at the hard work in preaching is the importance of exegesis and 
how it, though often the most challenging component in sermon preparation, is spiritually 
forming to pastors and congregations. 
Exegesis 
Peterson defines exegesis in his book: 
Exegesis is the discipline of attending to the text and listening to it rightly 
and well.… The text as a story carries us along, we are in something larger 
than ourselves, we let the story take us where it will. But exegesis is 
focused attention, asking questions, sorting through possible meanings. 
Exegesis is rigorous, disciplined, intellectual work. It rarely feels, 
“spiritual.” Men and women, who are, as we say, “into” spirituality, 
frequently give exegesis short shift, preferring to rely on inspiration and 
intuition. But the long and broad consensus in the community of God’s 
people has always insisted on a vigorous and meticulous exegesis: Give 
long and close and learned attention to this text! (Eat This Book 50) 
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Peterson again draws attention to the hard work and adds that it rarely feels spiritual. In 
fact, he articulates that exegesis must be done in a way that is vigorous and meticulous. 
Certainly pastors may easily believe their time could be better spent on more urgent 
issues than dedicating long hours to being in the study, yet Peterson goes on to say that 
one who loves the Word of God is willing to commit to rigorous exegesis because of that 
love for the Word of God: 
Exegesis is an act of love. It loves the one who speaks the words enough 
to want to get the words right. It respects the words enough to use every 
means we have to get the words right. Exegesis is loving God enough to 
stop and listen carefully to what he says. It follows that we bring the 
leisure and attentiveness of lovers to this text, cherishing every comma 
and semicolon, relishing the oddness of this preposition, delighting in the 
surprising placement of this noun. Lovers don’t take a quick look, get a 
“message” or a “meaning” and then run off and talk endlessly with their 
friends about how they live. (55)  
In Peterson’s quote one can see how exegesis is spiritually forming to pastors because it 
is an “act of love” for the Word. Peterson is implying that if preachers are not spending 
time in the Word, investing in the love affair, “to stop and listen carefully” to what the 
word says, then they are not being faithful or as committed as they should be in a love 
relationship. Like any relationship, according to Peterson, the relationship between 
preachers and the Word of God requires hard work, commitment, and sacrifice. While in 
this context, the issue is about exegeting Scripture, it is nevertheless an “act of love.” 
Other notable homeliticians have just as passionate beliefs on the issue of exegesis as 
Peterson does; they simply use different metaphors.  
B. Taylor, on the critical importance of exegesis, uses the metaphor of the hard 
work and discipline of panning for gold:  
The process of discovery begins with the text. Whether I like it or not, I 
approach it believing that God is in it and I commence the long, careful 
discipline of panning for gold. There are translations to be compared, 
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words to be studied and puzzles to be solved…. I am not free to pluck it 
out and use it in my own design. It has its own integrity. It is part of 
someone else’s design, and the respectful preacher will work to discern its 
original meaning before imposing any other on it.… This is one of the 
hardest and most rewarding aspects of the job. (86) 
Viewing exegesis as a love relationship, as does Peterson, Taylor believes exegesis to be 
one of the most rewarding aspects for preachers. The high importance of making sure she 
does not “impose” her own meaning on the text demonstrates that she wants to be 
enlightened and changed by the Scripture and not change the meaning of Scripture by 
imposing her own meaning, as Kinlaw mentions in his earlier illustration with old Otto.  
Another notable professor of homiletics, Dr. Eugene Lowry, like B. Taylor and 
Peterson, stresses the importance of “diving” into the Scriptures. Though each writer has 
a different approach and uses different metaphors for describing this element, the 
importance of exegesis is clearly made: 
As strange as it seems, the best approach to sermon preparation is to 
attempt to set aside the means-end rationality of thinking about Sunday 
coming. Read it out loud. Hear it and see it. The mind works differently 
through the ear and through the eye. Silent thought and oral speech are 
quite different perceptual and epistemological realities…. Read the text 
out loud over and over—and in numerous translations and paraphrases. 
Then say it in your own words. Dive in the deep end of the biblical pool. 
Get inundated with the biblical word. (91-92) 
Whether Lowry talking about diving in or B. Taylor talking about panning for gold or 
Peterson stressing the commitment and sacrifice required in a love relationship, the 
diving, panning, and loving metaphors all emphasize the importance of exegesis and 
clearly demonstrate the transformation and spiritual deepening that takes place when 
pastors comply.  
Peterson states well the importance of exegesis: 
  
Inconvenient or not, we are stuck with the necessity of exegesis. We have 
a written word to read and attend to. It is God’s word, or so we believe, 
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and we had better get it right. Exegesis is the care we give to getting the 
words right. Exegesis is foundational to Christian spirituality. Foundations 
disappear from view as a building is constructed, but if the builders don’t 
build a solid foundation, their building doesn’t last long. (Eat This Book 
53) 
Stressing the necessity of exegesis is critical because it is something pastors should never 
compromise no matter how long they have been studying and preaching. 
The more mature we become in the Christian faith, the more exegetically 
rigorous we must become. This is not a task from which we graduate. 
These words given to us in our Scriptures are constantly getting overlaid 
with personal preferences, cultural assumptions, sin distortions, and 
ignorant guesses that pollute the text. (53)  
Sound exegesis throughout the ministry of pastors is vital, whether for new pastors, 
overwhelmed with the church workload and finding their time in the study being 
gradually cut more and more, or the thirty-five year veterans of the pulpit with years of 
exegesis behind them. Both need to be continual students of the Word and sound 
expositors. What is foundational to pastors and their spirituality, which has a direct effect 
on the spirituality of their congregations. 
Knowing the Congregation 
In addition to knowing Scripture, pastors must also know their congregations 
because the congregations are where they are called to serve and preach. Pastors’ time in 
prayerful study and reflection over the message has certainly been spiritually forming to 
them, but they have prepared it for their congregations:  
Whatever else the sermon is about, it is first of all about them, because 
they are the community in whose midst the preacher stands. In a very real 
way, the preacher would have no voice without them. By calling someone 
to preach to them and by listening to that person week after week, a 
congregation gives their minister both the authority to speak and a 
relationship from which to speak, so that every sermon begins and ends 
with them. (B. Taylor 82)  
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God, the pastor, and the congregation are all participants in the making of the sermon, but 
the pastor is the one called to proclaim the Word (82). For pastors to honor the calling 
God has placed on their lives to be heralds of God, they must be a part of and know what 
is happening, not only in the Scriptures but in the lives of their people.  
The previous section spoke of the importance of diligent exegesis in sermon 
preparation, yet additional exegesis needs to take place, the exegeting of the 
congregation:  
Study and preparation involves careful listening to the congregation as 
well as to the text. The interpretation of the parishioners in their personal, 
domestic, political, and economic contexts does not replace but joins the 
interpretation of scripture in its context to create the message. (Craddock 
39)  
Exegeting the audience must occur in every preaching setting, especially for a pastor of a 
specific church exegeting his or her own congregation: “The understanding of one’s 
hearers both as individuals and as social units enables the minister to preach with a power 
and effectiveness unavailable to the guest speaker” (39). A pastor will certainly know his 
or her people better than the guest preacher, but no matter how long a pastor has been in 
one church, he or she never arrives at a point where exegeting the congregation is no 
longer necessary. “Just because the pastor has preached hundreds of sermons in one place 
does not give him the liberty of skipping the work of audience analysis for even one 
Sunday” (Miller 42). The lives of people change from week to week.  
Unexpected tragedies strike nationally as on 11 September 2001 and when 
Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast. Such tragedies have an effect on all 
congregations, and tragedy strikes in the homes of church families. Broken homes, 
broken bodies, and broken relationships will be scattered throughout even the smallest 
congregation, and pastors must be aware and sensitive to the lives and circumstances of 
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the people they shepherd. Wonderful celebrations and new life within in a congregation 
will also be important events in the life of a church. One couple may have celebrated 
their seventieth wedding anniversary this month, and a young woman of the church may 
have just given birth to her first child. Pastors must analyze or exegete their 
congregations each and every week. They must be in and a part of the people’s lives to 
listen to them and know them and to know what is happening. A pastor for over thirty 
years, Peterson writes, “I want to have the energy and time to really listen to them so that 
when they’re through they know at least one other person has some inkling of what 
they’re thinking and feeling” (The Contemplative Pastor 21). That type of listening, 
which is one form of exegeting a congregation, between parishioners and pastors helps 
open the door for pastors to know their people. In this knowing and getting to know 
congregations, pastors can become enriched in their own spiritual lives as well as in the 
lives of those in their congregations.  
Miller gives four very basic questions that pastors must ask themselves week after 
week, or, he says, the sermon will “miss the mark because the expositor, who may have 
thoroughly exegeted the text, has gone asleep at the business of people, the first business 
of God” (43). The first question is, “Who’s out there?” (43). Pastors take into account, 
the families, children, and senior adults who are the people, consider the circumstances of 
their spiritual journey and are sensitive to “who is out there.” The second question is, 
“What do they believe?” (44). Pastors can make mistakes by assuming that as they pastor 
Nazarene churches, most people are in line with Nazarene doctrine, not realizing the 
greatest spiritual influences on their people’s lives. For some, the greatest spiritual 
influence may be their Catholic grandmother who thinks they are sinning against God 
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because they are attending a church other than the Roman Catholic Church. Some in the 
pews that morning will be those who receive religious instruction every afternoon by 
watching Oprah when they hear a very universalistic message. Others may be very 
understanding of the Nazarene church doctrine and theology and disagree with it almost 
completely, yet they come to church because they love the pastor and they love the 
people that make up the church. They are not troublemakers but have significant 
differences in beliefs.  
The third question is, “What do they know about God?” (Miller 45). Pastors may 
have those who have been in church their whole life and think they know about God yet 
have never really understood or accepted the fact of how deep his love is for them. Others 
may have been in church their whole lives and still not have accepted him as Lord and 
Savior of their lives. Others may be those on whom the pastor can count to help and 
disciple others in the faith. Miller’s fourth and final question is, “How can we help 
audiences come to terms with who they are?” (46). Pastors need continually to ask 
themselves how they can help the people in their congregations on their spiritual 
journeys, wherever they may be on those journeys.  
These four questions posed by Miller are simple, but they are not simplistic. 
Being sensitive and knowing the lives of the congregation, knowing the sorrows and joys, 
knowing what has the greatest influences in their lives, and knowing where they are on 
their spiritual journeys are the responsibilities of shepherds. Craddock makes similar 
statements to Miller’s four questions:  
Who will hear the sermon? No general answer is satisfactory; close your 
eyes and see the people in the pews.… Let the names of the listeners come 
to mind and be formed by the lips. After a few minutes of doing this 
exercise, say to yourself, “These are the persons to whom I will give this 
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message.…” Cease doing this (exercise) and both pastor and parishioners 
will be the losers. (92) 
Knowing the people sitting in the pews each Sunday and being sensitive to and aware of 
what has happened in their lives, and in the world, is part of the call in being a herald of 
God.  
Naturally, pastors must be sensitive and aware of those who are on the fringes of 
the church, those who come to church only a few times a year. Often these families on 
the fringes of the community come only on high holy days and on days when they or 
their family is in the midst of a crisis. Too often pastors can make the mistake of just 
thinking of the regular attendees and miss those who only come from time to time, the 
ones who most desperately need to hear a word from the Lord. Phillips Brooks writes, 
“Give much time and thought and care to the outskirts of your parish.… Seek the people 
who just drift within your influence, and who will drift away again, if your kind, strong 
hand is not upon them” (144). This type of exegeting most often takes place as the pastor 
stands to preach.  
As pastors place themselves before their congregations, they may notice families 
on back rows, maybe couples they may have married years ago yet have not seen in 
church since. Pastors may be able to tell just by looking upon the congregation, exegeting 
the audience, that they are hurting. If pastors are exegeting the congregations as they 
stand before them, they may be able to see just by looking at their faces that some may be 
more open to accepting the Lord as Savior of their lives. Pastors will also exegete the 
faces of their members who have brought their loved ones to church for the first time. On 
Sundays such as these, as pastors are preparing to preach what they have worked on all 
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week, their exegeting of the congregation may require them to go in a different direction 
from what was planned in the study.  
Obviously preachers would not be able to address in one sermon all these issues 
and all the situations of life in which people may be. Pastors need to use wisdom in how 
to address issues of life through which their people are going. Often what pastors know is 
confidential, and for the most part people do not want their personal lives used as sermon 
illustrations. Nevertheless, when pastors know their people, they will be able to be more 
sensitive and wise when preparing and proclaiming what the Lord has to say to their local 
congregations:  
To refer to the listeners as congregation is to say a great deal about their 
relationship to one another and to the minister. That a very strong 
relationship exists at all between a minister and a congregation is in many 
ways remarkable and that it is sometimes sustained over a long period of 
time is near miraculous.… In addition, the minister has to relate to the 
parishioners in a variety of ways: standing beside them, out front leading 
them, pushing from behind them, squaring off against them. But the 
relationship does exist, and one characteristic of its complex nature that 
directly and powerfully influences preaching is the knowledge of the 
listeners which the minister comes to have. (Craddock 91)  
Knowing how to lead, encourage, and disciple a congregation from the pulpit (though not 
the only place to do so) requires relationships of knowing and loving one another. This 
high and holy calling is based on knowing and loving the congregation the pastor is 
called to serve.  
In Chapter 1, an example was given of a pastor in the highest elected office in his 
church being caught by a parishioner and church board of preaching another pastor’s 
sermons, most often word for word, for over a year and a half. The congregation of this 
pastor was obviously very upset, so much so that the pastor was asked to leave, not only 
because a loss of trust transpired, but also because the pastor obviously did not take his 
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flock into consideration, the ones he is called to know and love, when preparing what to 
feed them. He simply took the sermon that was next up in the twelve-week or fifty-two 
week series he was preaching, which was from another shepherd for another flock. 
The Delivery of the Sermon 
Just as important as the preparation of the sermon is the delivery of the sermon. 
To be disingenuous in one’s preaching is simply unacceptable.  
Stewart, voted as one of the best preachers of the twentieth century (Duduit 15), 
writes, “You do not need to be eloquent, or clever, or sensational, or skilled in dialectic: 
you must [emphasis mine] be real. To fail there is to fail abysmally and tragically. It is to 
damage incalculably the cause you represent” (Heralds 32). Being “real” in preaching is 
more challenging than one might think. In fact, the need for Stewart and others to address 
the issue of being genuine points to the necessity for preachers to be reminded that being 
real or being genuine is critical not only for pastors but also for congregations. This idea 
is also shared by Brooks, who writes, “To be your own best self for your people’s sake, 
that is the true law of the minister’s devotion” (158). True devotion on ministers part to 
their congregations requires pastors to be themselves and that their lives are committed to 
the message. A real-life example from a colleague of mine helps capture this statement.   
Recently, Rev. Matthew Woodley, pastor of Three Village Church in Setauket, 
New York, shared a moment in which he heard the Lord clearly speak to him. Many from 
his congregation admired the ministry of Dr. Tim Keller of Redeemer Presbyterian 
Church in Manhattan, and Woodley also admired Keller’s preaching and ministry. 
Woodley soon found himself preaching the same texts and sermon series that Keller had 
preached, though not verbatim and properly quoting sources, thinking that Keller’s 
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thinking, planning, and preaching were more effective than his. He found himself 
drawing more and more from Keller. In a moment of prayer over the Sunday message 
Matt clearly heard the Lord say, “I need your voice. I need your heart for Three Village 
Church, not Tim Keller’s.” From that moment on he felt free to preach his voice and his 
heart from his walk with God. Pastors are called to share what God has put on their 
hearts, to share what God is doing in their lives and in the lives of the congregations they 
are called to shepherd. A little more than one hundred years ago, Broadus wrote his 
definition of preaching: 
Christian preaching could be defined in this way: Preaching is the 
proclamation of God’s message by a chosen personality to meet the needs 
of humanity. This definition gives three basic elements in preaching: 
God’s message, the chosen personality or preacher, and the needs of 
human beings. (3)  
Though Woodley could certainly learn from Keller, and many other pastors and authors, 
what God is doing in Woodley’s heart and life as he prepares the sermon each week for 
his church is what Woodley needs to proclaim to his congregation. 
Stewart says that part of being authentic in sharing heart and voice in preaching 
requires that pastors be authentic in worship. Numerous pitfalls exist for pastors in being 
disingenuous from preaching someone else’s sermon, using someone else’s illustration as 
if it happened personally, using a pulpit voice, or mimicking mannerisms witnessed in 
other preachers. Stewart goes a step further in saying that to be real in one’s preaching, 
most of the sermon illustrations should come from the pastor’s own life and reading:  
I would warn you against being content to allow others to do this 
garnering for you. Ready-made collections of illustrations are a snare. 
Omnibus volumes of sermon anecdotes are the last refuge of a bankrupt 
intelligence. The best illustrations are those which come to you as the 
harvest of your own reading and observation. In this realm as in others, 
there is far more zest and thrill in personal discovery than in second-hand 
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borrowing.…[D]o not scorn the aid of illustrations, but use it sparingly in 
your sermons, and with discretion. (Heralds 144) 
In addition to illustrations, authenticity in preaching applies even in the pastor’s delivery:  
When we listen to other speakers, we tend to imitate them. When we 
imitate other speakers, we almost always imitate their weaknesses rather 
than their strengths. And what is worse, when we imitate their strengths, 
we do such a poor job of it; and what is strength in speaking for others is 
simply another weakness in speaking for us. (Fasol 133)  
Stewart has similar thoughts to Al Fasol’s on being oneself even in the delivery of the 
message: “Be yourself.… God has given each man his own individuality.… Do not think 
that personal idiosyncrasies are merely to be suppressed and leveled out. Be yourself and 
do not complain if you cannot be someone else” (Heralds 186). Being genuine, or being 
real is essential for a preacher to practice.    
Chapter 1 gave numerous examples of pastors downloading or heavily drawing 
from pastors of specific congregations, often preaching months if not years worth of 
sermons from another pastor, even to the point of one pastor inserting himself into 
illustrations created by the pastor from whom he purchased the sermon. A pastor cannot 
be genuine when regularly coming to the point of not just mimicking and preaching 
another pastor’s sermon but at times even claiming to have the same exact life 
experiences that the other pastor has had. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
Pastors vary in their beliefs and practices of using and citing Internet resources for 
regular sermon preparation. The purpose of the research was to identify the beliefs of 
Nazarene senior pastors in the United States in regards to the use of Internet resources for 
regular sermon preparation. The research was conducted through a researcher-designed 
anonymous open-ended questionnaire posted online by the Research Center of the 
Church of the Nazarene in Kansas City, Missouri.  
Research Questions 
As demonstrated in Chapter 1, the topic of Internet use in sermon preparation can 
be a very sensitive issue with pastors. Those pastors who do use full manuscript sermons 
purchased from the Internet are often hesitant to discuss the topic among parishioners and 
colleagues. Also, those who are adamantly opposed to such preaching practices can be 
very quick to be critical of those who use them. This study allowed subjects to share their 
beliefs anonymously.  
Research Question #1  
What do Nazarene senior pastors believe to be appropriate use of Internet 
resources for sermon preparation?  
What Nazarene pastors believe to be appropriate use of Internet resources and 
how pastors actually put those beliefs into practice are two different things. Pastors may 
believe in the importance of exegesis and spending time preparing original sermons 
however, they may also be in church situations where congregations and church 
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leadership are putting too many demands upon them within a given week and not giving 
them time to study and prepare an original sermon. Some pastors may be in situations 
where they cannot practice what they believe to be appropriate sermon preparation. This 
study looked for what Nazarene pastors believe are appropriate sermon preparation 
practices though they may not be able to put those beliefs into practice.  
Research Question #2 
What do Nazarene pastors identify as benefits in using Internet resources? 
With the numerous Web sites containing the availability of full-manuscript 
sermons, sermon illustrations, From the Church Fathers as well as resources, movie and 
video clips, the resources for sermon preparation and sermon ideas appear endless. The 
second question naturally follows from the first in that it sought to explore more fully 
what exactly Nazarene pastors believe to be the benefits in using these Internet resources.  
Research Question #3 
What do Nazarene pastors identify as drawbacks to using Internet sermon 
resources?  
This question sought comments about the negative aspects of regular sermon Web 
site use. The hope of this question was to identify those who do not see anything wrong 
with regularly using such a wealth of resources, as well as to identify those who are 
troubled by the direction the field of homiletics is going because of these sites. Another 
purpose of this question was to see how broad the difference of opinion really is.  
Population 
The population of this study consisted of pastors in the Church of the Nazarene in 
the United States who had an e-mail address on file with the Church of the Nazarene. The 
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manual for the Church of the Nazarene states, “A pastor is a minister who, under the call 
of God and His people, has the oversight of a local church. A pastor in charge of a local 
church is an assigned minister” (Manual 176). Though the Church of the Nazarene 
Manual has no official title for senior pastor, the term was used in this study as to 
distinguish the primary preacher in the church. The Manual for the Church of the 
Nazarene does describe the senior pastor or lead pastor having the role of presiding 
officer: “The pastor, who shall be ex-officio president of the local church… shall preside 
at annual or special church meetings” (113.4). A very small chance existed that the senior 
pastor was not the primary preaching pastor of the church though again that was highly 
unlikely within the Nazarene denomination. According to The Corps of Pastors of the 
Church of the Nazarene 2006 Summary by Ken Crow, as of 2005 4,408 pastors in the 
Church of the Nazarene, about 30 percent consider themselves bi-vocational, 70 percent 
of North American Nazarene churches averaged between one and one hundred in their 
worship services, while “the most often found worship attendance size is from 26-50” 
(1). Of these pastors 31 percent have a four-year college degree while 38.9 percent have 
graduate degrees. The average tenure of a pastor in one church is four years and five 
months. More Nazarene pastors are in the baby boom generation which has been 
categorized with late boomers aged 41-50, making up 33.3 percent and early boomers 
aged 51-60 making up 33.4 percent. The busters aged 31-40 make up only 14.7 percent of 
Nazarene pastors today in North America (1). 
Design of the Study  
The researched-designed open-ended questionnaire was posted online and an e-
mail was then sent to Nazarene senior pastors in the United States with a link to the 
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survey. The Research Center for the Church of the Nazarene e-mailed the senior pastors 
from their office in Kansas City, Missouri. All responses were returned to the Research 
Center and then forwarded on to me.  
Instrumentation 
A researcher-designed open-ended questionnaire was used for this study. The 
questionnaire consisted of seven open-ended questions, two multiple choice, and two 
demographic questions. With the numerous kinds of sermon resources (e.g., sermons 
illustrations and movie clips) and numerous styles of sermons available online, open-
ended questions gave preachers an opportunity to explain briefly what they believe to be 
not only the best sermon resources but also the best way to use those resources.  
 Question one began the survey by finding out what exactly pastors believe to be 
helpful sermon resources that are obtained from the Internet.  
1. In what ways do you believe pastors find Internet sermon resources to be 
helpful in their sermon preparation? 
The second question naturally followed the first in giving preachers an 
opportunity to explain what they see to be the negative aspects of using Internet sermon 
resources in sermon preparation.  
2. In what ways do you believe pastors might find Internet sermon resources to 
be counterproductive in their sermon preparation? 
Question three moved into how sermon practices of regularly using Internet 
sermon resources can affect the spiritual life of the pastor. An important perspective to 
discover is if pastors believe the practice of using others’ sermons in sermon preparation 
is beneficial or counterproductive. Again, this question gave the pastors the opportunity 
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to explain their answer because of the widespread differences of opinion and reasons for 
using Internet sermon resources.  
3. When used regularly (2-4 times a month), how is a sermon or sermon outline 
obtained from the Internet less or more beneficial to a pastor’s own spiritual growth? 
Question four allowed preachers to explain the effect of sermons and sermon outlines 
“regularly” obtained from the Internet when used consistently on congregations. For this 
study, “regular” Internet sermon resource usage is defined as two-to-four times a month: 
4. When used regularly (2-4 times a month), in what ways are sermons or 
sermon outlines obtained from the Internet beneficial and/or detrimental to the spiritual 
growth of a congregation?  
The question was designed to see if pastors believe how a sermon is prepared has an 
effect on the spiritual lives of congregations.  
Question five sought to examine the question of when pastors’ sermons are 
primarily consisting of another person’s or people’s work, if pastors believe they need to 
let their congregations know. The previous questions have already asked about the effect 
that Internet sermon resource use has on congregations and on the pastors themselves. 
Question five looks at whether or not congregations need to know when sermons are 
primarily from another pastor or pastors obtained from the Internet. Pastors’ beliefs on 
congregational awareness of sermon preparation practices are important because integrity 
in sermon preparation and delivery is vital for the spiritual life of churches and pastors. 
For example, if a congregation suddenly discovers their pastors’ primary form of sermon 
preparation is from Internet sermons and resources, they may feel misled if not lied to. If, 
however, that pastor is forthcoming in saying that the sermon was primarily prepared by 
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others, such candor will allow for an honest response to the sermon, from the 
congregation, which may be positive or negative.  
5. If a pastor preaches a sermon that is primarily (75 percent or more) obtained 
from an Internet resource or resources (cut and pasted from numerous resources), should 
the pastor let his or her congregation know this? Why or why not? 
Question 6 is important because Nazarene pastors’ may believe there are times in 
the life of the congregation or circumstances that dictate the need for preaching an 
Internet sermon verbatim. 
6. When is preaching a full sermon purchased from the Internet appropriate? 
Question seven sought to discover what Web sites pastors found most useful in 
their own sermon preparation. Finding out what Web sites a pastor regularly uses in his 
or her sermon preparation can assist in discovering what they believe to be appropriate 
use of Internet sermon resources.  
7. What sermon resource sights have you found helpful in your own sermon 
preparation, if any? 
Multiple Choice 
The questionnaire included two multiple choice questions. Question 8 allowed pastors 
to check all that apply, covering most possibilities that may exist for a pastor consistently 
using sermon Internet resources as their primary form of sermon preparation.   
8. What reasons do you believe merit a pastor regularly using (2-4 times a 
month) Internet sermons or outlines as their primary form of sermon preparation? (check 
all that apply) 
__ Lack of time  
__  Less work 
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__  Unexpected situations (funerals, tragedies, church crisis, etc.) 
__  Sermons and/or outlines better than the pastor’s own work 
__  In the midst of a building program or capital campaign  
__  Educational and informative resources  
__  Personally spiritually forming Internet sources 
__  No need to write an original sermon when one is already 
 prepared on the same topic or passage of Scripture 
__  Never acceptable to regularly (2-4 times a month) preach sermons and sermon 
 outlines prepared by another person  
 
This information gave me an opportunity to begin to see what pastors believe may justify 
Internet resource sermon preparation practices. 
Question 9 was implemented for the purpose of discovering the number of 
original sermons some pastors are required to preach each week. A pastor who has to 
prepare two or even three sermons a week may have a different perspective on using 
sermon Internet resources compared to those pastors who have to prepare only one 
original sermon a week. 
9. How many different sermons are you required to prepare each week (example: 
Sunday morning, Sunday night, and Wednesday night message)? 
__  One  
__  Two 
__  Three 
__  Four or more  
 
Demographic Information 
The questionnaire included two demographic questions of age and education 
level. Though this study did not determine the average age and educational level of the 
pastor who preaches from sermons and sermon outlines obtained from the Internet, 
demographic information is helpful in learning the beliefs of Nazarene pastors in regards 
to this study (see Appendix A).  
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What is your age? 
__  18-24 
__  25-34 
__  35-44 
__  45-56 
__  57-65 
__  65 years and older  
 
Highest level of education completed? 
__  Some high school (1 to 3 years) 
__  High school graduate (4 years)  
__  Some college (1 to 3 years) 
__  College graduate (4 or more years) 
__  Some graduate school  
__  Graduate school completed  
__  Some post-graduate school 
__  Post-graduate school completed 
 
Validity 
The definitions for “validity” in research abound. Glyn Winter writes, “The exact 
nature of ‘validity’ is a highly debated topic in both educational and social research since 
there exists no single or common definition of the term.” Lindlof and Taylor write, “The 
question of validity has to do with the truth value observations: whether the research 
instrument is accurately reporting the nature of the object of study and variations in its 
behavior” (239). In this study the format of the questionnaire is open-ended. The 
questionnaire was reviewed by both my dissertation committee and the Nazarene 
Research Center before being distributed to help ensure validity. Open-ended 
questionnaires have certain advantages, however, that help validate the study and the 
“truth value responses.” The most significant advantage in validity of the study is that 
participants are not limited in their response, which gives one ample opportunity to 
express their opinion. Donald Ratcliff says such freedom in open-ended questionnaires 
are how qualitative studies are validated: “Extensive quotations… from transcripts and 
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other responses” (1) are what helps validity to qualitative studies. One education 
researcher highlights the benefits of the open-ended questionnaire:  
It is the open-ended responses that might contain the “gems” of 
information that otherwise might not have been caught in the 
questionnaire. Further it puts the responsibility for and ownership of the 
data much more firmly into the respondents’ hand. (Cohen, Manion, and 
Morrison 255) 
William Wiersma and Stephen G. Jurs state that “validity of qualitative research for the 
most part is established on a logical basis, and providing an argument for validity 
requires well documented research” (216). Though the definition for validity in 
qualitative research can be challenging, open-ended questionnaires’ validity comes from 
the fact that participants are not hindered in their responses. 
Data Collection 
I contacted the Nazarene Research Center by phone, seeking their possible 
assistance with the research project, and spoke to the director Dr. Crow. Dr. Crow 
informed me that the Research Center would be interested in helping me with my 
research project but that I would first need to get permission from the General Secretary 
of the Church of the Nazarene, Dr. David P. Wilson. I corresponded with Dr. Wilson by 
phone and he granted me permission to work with the Research Center (see Appendix B). 
Dr. Wilson then notified Dr. Crow that the denomination wants to help with my project. 
Dr. Crow and I began working together and he informed me they have the software 
needed to post an open-ended questionnaire as well as the e-mail addresses for 80 percent 
of the Nazarene pastors in the United States. After receiving the e-mail addresses of the 
Nazarene pastors, I sent an e-mail (see Appendix C) with a link to the questionnaire (see 
Appendix A). The questionnaire was posted online by the Nazarene Research Center. An 
e-mail was then sent to senior pastors of the Church of the Nazarene in the United States 
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with my cover letter and a link to the online open-ended questionnaire. The cover letter 
explained the project, assuring confidentiality, and requesting a response within twenty-
one days of receiving the questionnaire. Once the pastors completed the survey, the 
information was downloaded on the Researcher Center server then forwarded to me.  
Data Analysis 
General Secretary of the Church of the Nazarene Dr. David P. Wilson granted me 
permission to e-mail the anonymous open-ended questionnaire to all Nazarene senior 
pastors in the United States. Nazarene headquarters used a software program to ensure 
the confidentiality of those pastors returning the completed questionnaires to them. Once 
Nazarene headquarters received the responses, they were then forwarded to me.   
Because the open-ended questionnaire consisted of responses that varied in 
opinions, ideas, and, at times, intensity of views expressed in regards to the study topic, 
the survey responses needed to be analyzed by attempting to bring order and clarity to the 
data collected. As Catherine Marshall and Gretchen B. Rossman state, “Data analysis is 
the process of bringing order, structure, and meaning to the mass of data collected. It is a 
messy, ambiguous, time-consuming, creative, and fascinating process” (112). With over 
four hundred responses to my open-ended questionnaire, I noted reoccurring themes and 
ideas then organized them by topic for each questionnaire item as it related to the 
research questions. For example, questionnaire item #2 helped answer research question 
#3. I then read through all 429 responses as they related to questionnaire item #2, looking 
for common and correlated responses. For each response, I would note the main emphasis 
and then sort them into different groups or categories for the purpose of coding. I 
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followed this same procedure for each research question and the questionnaire items 
related to them.  
Ethics 
The identity of pastors who took and those who chose not to take part in 
answering the questionnaire was kept confidential from me and the Research Center for 
the Church of the Nazarene. The e-mail addresses were provided to me by the Research 
Center, and I was the one who sent out the e-mails inviting pastors to the Web page 
where the questionnaire was posted. All responses, once submitted, were directly sent to 
the Research Center and remained anonymous to them. The Nazarene Research Center 
assured confidentiality and that responses could not be traced back to the specific pastors.  
 The research center then put the response in an excel document and forwarded them on 
to me so that I had no way of tracking who responded. The use of Internet sermon 
resources can be a delicate issue for many pastors, and the need to ensure privacy was 
important. 
 These pastors are colleagues within my own denomination, and I did not desire to 
offend or demean any pastor because of his or her sermon preparation practices. One 
hope of this study was to begin healthy dialogue among pastors within the Church of the 
Nazarene about sermon preparation practices. The anonymity of the study and its open-
ended design may at least lay a foundation for the discussion of Internet use and sermon 
preparation in a non threatening manner.   
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
The purpose of this research was to identify the beliefs of Nazarene senior pastors 
in the United States in regards to the use of Internet resources for regular sermon 
preparation. Pastors vary in their beliefs and practices in using and citing Internet 
resources for regular sermon preparation.  
Participants 
The total population of the study was  3,667 Nazarene senior pastors. Three 
thousand six hundred and sixty-seven constitutes the number of e-mail addresses the 
Research Center had on file for senior Nazarene pastors in the United States. 3667 
Nazarene senior pastor is approximately 80 percent of the Nazarene churches that had 
currently assigned senior pastors in August 2008. Fifty e-mails returned as undeliverable 
though the possibility exists that more could not be delivered and I did not receive an 
“undeliverable” e-mail notification. Approximately 3,600 Nazarene pastors received the 
invitation e-mail with the link to the questionnaire. Four-hundred and twenty-nine 
Nazarene pastors participated by answering and returning the questionnaire. The only 
demographic information requested on the questionnaire was the pastors’ age range and 
completed education level. According to the Corps of Pastors of the Church of the 
Nazarene 2006, 66.7 percent of Nazarene pastors are in their forties and fifties (Crow). 
Nazarene pastors who responded to the open-ended questionnaire who were between the 
ages of 45 and 64, made up 66 percent of the participants. These numbers are consistent 
with the data reported in Corps of Pastors of the Church of the Nazarene 2006 (see 
Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. Age range of pastors who answered the research questionnaire.  
 
 
Regarding the educational level in the Church of the Nazarene according to the 
corps of pastors, as of 2004, 38.9 percent of Nazarene pastors had a “graduate degree or 
more” (Crow, Corps 10). In the open-ended questionnaire for this study, 43 percent of the 
respondents had a graduate degree. Educational level is an important component to keep 
in mind because pastors who have completed graduate school would have more training 
in biblical studies and exegesis than other pastors. Though this study did not seek to 
quantify who regularly uses Internet sermon resources and then compare their 
educational levels, the education component is still important for qualitative analysis and 
possible future research (see Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.2. Education level of pastors who answered the research questionnaire.  
 
 
The profile of the participants extends beyond age and educational levels to 
include the number of different sermons each participant prepared each week. Of those 
429 pastors who responded, 30 percent prepare one sermon a week, 37 percent prepare 
two, 28 percent prepare three, and 5 percent prepare four or more sermons each week 
(see Figure 4.3).  
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Figure 4.3. Number of sermons pastors are required to prepare each week.  
 
 
Research Question #1 
What do Nazarene senior pastors believe to be appropriate use of Internet 
resources for sermon preparation?  
Responses to Items 3, 4, 5 and 6 on the questionnaire provide the data for responding 
to Research Question #1 (see Appendix A).  
Questionnaire Item #3 
Item #3 of the questionnaire asks, “When used regularly (2-4 times a month), in 
what ways are sermons and sermon outlines obtained from the Internet beneficial and/or 
detrimental to the spiritual growth of a congregation?” Through the coding and analysis 
of the 429 responses to item #3 of the questionnaire, the two common themes to emerge 
are beneficial and detrimental. However, what respondents viewed to be beneficial and 
detrimental varied greatly. 
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Several Nazarene pastors believe regularly using Internet sermons for a pastors’ 
sermon preparation can be beneficial if the resources are used properly; however, the 
“proper use” of Internet sermon resources could differ from Nazarene pastor to Nazarene 
pastor, according to one pastor: 
I believe that the use of the Internet in sermon preparation can be 
beneficial if the pastor uses the resources correctly. To find illustrations 
that fit a sermon you are already working on or an outline that launches 
the pastor into other ideas works well. To take a sermon or sermon outline 
that the pastor has not put study or prayer into may be detrimental in that 
the congregation will not sense the pastor's heart in the message as well as 
[he or she] may be preaching in error from resources that are not accurate. 
A similar quote from another Nazarene pastor, “Well, if they are taken ‘as is’ and 
preached that way there is not much of the local pastor shepherd in them. They would 
still need to be prayed over, and tailored to meet the need of a local fellowship.” Praying 
over then tailoring the sermon to fit one’s own congregation is beneficial and would be 
another example of appropriate use of Internet sermon resources. Not every pastor agrees 
on how to use Internet sermon resources appropriately in preparing sermons for their own 
congregation. Responses were just as strong from pastors who believe such sermon 
practices are beneficial, and those who believe such sermon practices are detrimental and 
at times even misleading to a congregation. By reviewing those who believe the regular 
use of Internet sermon resources is beneficial and those who believe it to be detrimental, 
their responses helped inform research question #1 in regards to what they believe to be 
appropriate use of such resources.  
      As the coder, benefits that were identified were pastors have weak or limited 
preaching training and skills can greatly benefit from Internet sermon resources. Greater 
depth of resources and having “multiple minds” working on the same text is always 
regularly mentioned as beneficial. 
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Some believe that if a pastor does not have the skill set or gifts needed to prepare 
a good sermon, Internet resources should be utilized. One pastor mentioned the benefit of 
Internet sermon resources for “pastors who, for whatever reason, cannot plan and execute 
successful preaching programs.” Numerous pastors answered along similar lines, 
indicating that if the preachers’ sermons are weak and not connecting with their 
congregation they should utilize the vast resources of the Internet for their sermons. Due 
to the plethora of sermon resources available based on topic or a passage of Scripture, 
pastors with little training now have literally thousands of sermons and resources at their 
fingertips, or as one pastor responded, “Multiple minds working on the same text.”  
One pastor stated that Internet sermon resources bring “greater depth and variety 
of messages than a pastor would have been capable of by himself.” Another pastor gave a 
three-point response to questionnaire item #3, stating the benefits of Internet sermon 
resources: “1. Large quantity of available materials and ideas. 2. Up-to-date information 
about so many things. 3. Younger audience in the congregation will recognize the new 
way of things.” In some pastors’ responses, as they mentioned the benefits of using 
Internet sermon resources, they did so in a way that addressed comments often critical of 
such sermon practices. For example, many seemed to respond in a defensive mode: “Just 
because someone else wrote it doesn’t mean it is not for their own congregation.” 
Another pastor’s response was, “If a man’s thoughts and research in California, 
Delaware, Florida, or wherever … are good,... they might be good for my people too 
regardless of how I received them.” Another comment was, “Truth is truth and it will 
always feed the soul no matter the source.” A final comment from a pastor in regards to 
the benefits to the congregation of pastors regularly utilizing on line sermon resources, 
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“A good sermon is a good sermon no matter where it is found or how much or little time 
it takes to produce it.” Like the last quote, many pastors responded in a way that 
suggested a good sermon does not need to be an original sermon from the pastor. Many 
pastors, however, believe the regular use of Internet sermon and sermon outlines are 
detrimental to the spiritual growth of a congregation.   
Responses from pastors who believe the regular use (2-3 per month) of Internet 
sermon resources in a pastor’s own sermon preparation is detrimental to a congregation 
often included discussions of how pastors are called to prepare sermons for their own 
congregation, “I would think they would be detrimental in that they may not speak to the 
context of the local church/community.” Other comments were similar especially about 
the pastor being in the study on behalf of his or her own congregation:  
I would say that most of the time they are detrimental to the spiritual 
growth of the congregation because they are not regularly receiving a 
word from God through one who has studied and searched scripture, the 
person of Christ, and the face of God (i.e. the word they receive is not 
what God has to say to the specific congregation but at best a word that He 
has spoken before to another group of people). 
Like those who made very strong statements in regards to the benefits of using Internet 
sermon resource statements, those who disagreed expressed their thoughts in a way that 
were just as strong. For example, as one respondent commented, “I think if you get your 
outline completely from the Internet even once, you have robbed God of speaking to you 
about your congregation.” Another pastor, also with strong opinions on the use of 
Internet sermon resources states, “The Pastor has failed them! He has not been on his face 
before God and found The Word of The Lord for the congregation that he has been 
entrusted with.” Phrases such as “robbing God” and that the pastors have “failed” their 
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congregations are clear and adamant statements of these pastors’ beliefs and at the 
complete opposite end of those who believe these actions to be beneficial. 
A few other common statements worth noting in response to question #3 of the 
questionnaire and how regularly using Internet sermon resources can be detrimental is 
that many pastors believe a pastor can become “lazy” in their sermon preparation: “I 
consider the pastor who uses online sermons or outlines lazy. Such a pastor deprives the 
congregation by not allowing God to speak through them as they think creatively and 
prepare their sermons.” Another pastor’s comment on the concern of pastors becoming 
lazy, “I hate to say that laziness on the part of the pastor could come into play here and 
bleed over onto the congregation.” The time saved from using Internet sermon resources 
can be significant, yet many pastors are concerned that pastors are simply taking the 
“easy way out” from the hard work of sermon preparation rather than using these sources 
appropriately.  
Questionnaire Item #4 
Questionnaire item #4 asks, “When used regularly (2-4 times a month), how is a 
sermon or sermon outline obtained from the Internet less or more beneficial to the 
pastor’s own spiritual growth?” The responses to question #4 on the questionnaire varied 
in opinion and intensity, yet common themes and responses were seen throughout, which 
helps one begin to understand what pastors consider being appropriate use of Internet 
sermon resources.  
Numerous participants believe Internet sermon resources are appropriate and 
beneficial to a pastor because it brings more pastors and people into the dialogue of the 
sermon being prepared. “It can provide a community of searchers who surround the 
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pastor and challenge his or her thinking. An online sermon can teach us something about 
how a text is understood.” Another pastor says it offers “insight from others, broader 
input, and the opportunity to study and see how another pastor dealt with a passage of 
scripture.” Respondents indicate that the wealth of information available provides pastors 
with unlimited information for their own education. The variety of information and quick 
access gives preachers an abundance of research material. Also, some of the participants 
see no difference in using Internet sermon resources than they do in using commentaries 
or sermon resources from books; the speed of access to these resources alone has 
changed. As one pastor articulates, “If we are using them as a tool to glean information 
that has been researched already what is the difference than using other commentaries or 
study books?” One pastor accused me of being around “old-timers” for even asking such 
a question: “Boy am I confused! What is the difference between the Internet and any 
other source? I think you have been with some old-timers set solid in unchanging stone.” 
Another response stated, “If they [pastors] do not have an adequate library, the Internet 
can provide them with more resources (commentaries, multiple bible translations, sermon 
sets, etc).” “Beneficial for broader theological views” is what one respondent stated as 
helpful to a pastor’s own spiritual growth. 
Respondents mentioned their belief that Internet sermon resources can and should 
be devotional and spiritually forming to the pastors: “It allows him to be ministered to 
from the message first. If it fires his soul, he then has more passion in preaching it to his 
congregation.” Though the questionnaire asked about pastors’ “beliefs” about such 
practices, pastors did talk about their own practices. One pastor explained, “[Internet 
sermon resources] make me aware of the current spiritual battles that Christians and even 
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those in my congregation are fighting. Expands my knowledge and experience base.” 
One pastor articulated clearly who Internet sermon resources are so helpful, “I am 
sometimes blown away by others’ ideas, I just did not catch that or see it as they do. I see 
it as we are all in this great ministry together, as writers, theologians, and Gospel 
messengers.” Having others in on the dialogue on the sermon being prepared is what 
many pastors believe to be the most beneficial in regards to using Internet sermon 
resources and why such resources are appropriate to use.  
Another issue that was routinely mentioned was the issue of time management. 
Having more time to focus on other areas or issues in the church, instead of one’s 
preaching, is often viewed as beneficial. A pastor is “able to use his time more wisely 
because it (sermon preparation) takes less time.” So many important issues fall under the 
pastor’s responsibility that Internet sermon resources open up time, allowing pastors to 
focus on other areas of ministry within the church. 
Several respondents both on the side of beneficial and detrimental attributes 
mentioned that pastors have periods in their lives when their sermon preparation is 
“slumping” or “stuck.” During these times Internet sermon resources are valuable to the 
pastor and his or her spiritual growth.  
The responses from those participants who believe the regular use of sermons and 
sermon outlines obtained from the Internet is less beneficial to the pastors were 
numerous. Respondents answered in a way that indicated sermon preparation time is also 
a time of spiritual formation; therefore, using other people’s sermons instead of writing 
one’s own is compromising that spiritual formation time. Some examples of these 
responses include; “I think it can hinder our growth if we are always using Internet 
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sermons instead of doing our own study. It can cause us to become lazy.” “A no brainer 
where is his spiritual growth coming from? It is a proven principle that he will learn more 
as he prepares his sermon with prayer and study.” “Strength comes through the struggle,” 
as one pastor stated, implying no struggle exists in simply downloading others’ sermons.  
Many pastors see the regular use of Internet sermon resources as a spiritual issue: 
“It causes an unhealthy dependence and reliability on others rather than the Holy Spirit 
for inspiration.” Naturally, some were a little more adamant in their opinions,  
A pastor HAS TO [original emphasis] study the Word! We CAN'T 
[original emphasis] neglect this vital part of our call to study the word and 
prayer.... I see a detriment if a pastor is just preaching another person’s 
sermon week after week without any personal thoughts of his own.”  
Many pastors believe it develops poor study habits: “It encourages a shallow, surface, 
cursory appreciation and preparation process.” These comments express the polar 
opposite beliefs of those who think such sermon practices are beneficial. They certainly 
differ on what is defined as appropriate use of Internet sermon resources.    
Questionnaire Item #5 
Questionnaire item #5 asks, “If pastors preach sermons that are primarily (75% or 
more) obtained from an Internet resource or resources (cut and pasted from numerous 
sources), should pastors let their congregations know?” In reviewing the response to 
question #5 most responses were a yes or no, which was often followed with a brief 
statement. Overwhelmingly, respondents believed that pastors have to let their 
congregations know if they are preaching a sermon where 75 percent is obtained from the 
Internet. The following are representative comments of affirmation given in response to 
item 5 on the questionnaire:   
Yes. If you're ashamed to say it, you should be ashamed to do it. 
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If you are using that much from other resources—cutting and pasting—
your church should simply get a subscription to a church media ministry 
and play the DVD each week. It would definitely be cheaper than paying a 
pastor to cut and paste a sermon together. 
I think they should acknowledge where the material is from. If not we are 
taking credit for someone else’s thoughts and ideas. 
Yes,... but I do not think they should be ashamed of it. 
Yes, and then leave the ministry to go back to school to learn how to 
exegete the passage properly (and not change churches so they can repeat 
the sermons again). 
Though not as many pastors said “no” in regard to pastors telling their congregations that 
75 percent of the sermon is from other sources, still other respondents were adamant in 
this belief of not letting the congregation know when such preaching practices are taking 
place:  
No. There is no Biblical or legal requirement that everything is original. 
No, ... none of their business! 
No. We must speak with authority. 
Some respondents believe one does not need to give the source or sources because, as 
they stated, “there is nothing new under the sun.” Some responders believe no original 
thought or idea exists in preaching; therefore the use Internet sermon resources without 
crediting the source is acceptable. A few examples of the statements supporting the use of 
source without having to cite them in a sermon: 
How would this be any different than using commentaries or study bibles 
or sermon outline helps. You are cutting & pasting from the internet rather 
than a book. 
Should??? not necessarily. Should a pastor report every resource used 
from non-Internet sources? Nope! Pastors are preachers (who declare the 
Word of God) not presenters (who dispense information). Crediting every 
resource whether Internet or non-Internet would undermine Spirit-led 
preaching. If preachers teach then perhaps more resource crediting would 
be in order.  
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What difference does it make if it is from a book or an Internet site .... 
information is information. 
NO,... unless I am quoting verbatim from the resource. I don’t use that 
logic when I use inspiration from books or other literature. If it is not a 
direct excerpt,... let it go. I love the internet resources whose authors say 
"use it as you please." 
No, almost all sermons are prepared from outside sources. Whether from 
devotional reading, bible commentaries, preacher's magazines, so using an 
internet source is no different than what has been done for centuries. 
Why reinvent the wheel, most of what I preach is either from the already 
printed Bible, or commentary, or some other sermon resource, nothing 
much new under the sun, one must make the sermon his own though, pray, 
study, tell your story using another’s simple outline is like the 
congregation using a congregational song, if we preached our sermon as 
often as we sing some of these songs. 
Not as many responded with a “no” response to question #5, but when they did they were 
often adamant about their opinion. 
 Several respondents believe that if pastors do not let their congregations know 
when over 75 percent of the sermon is from other sermons that the congregation will be 
able to tell anyway: 
The answer to your question is no. But the truth is the congregation will 
know. They will know that what they are hearing is maybe flowery and 
great illustrations, but the message did not come from the soul. When the 
Pastor knows it wasn't his, the people will know soon after. 
No—I think they catch on sometimes though. 
They know!  
They will be able to tell if it's from the heart, borrowed, or just plain 
plastic. 
When a congregation knows their pastor they will know if a sermon is from his or her 
own life.     
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Questionnaire Item #6 
Item #6 of the questionnaire asked, “When is preaching a full sermon purchased 
from the Internet appropriate?” Many of the pastors mention that preaching a full sermon 
off the Internet is never acceptable or that they cannot imagine a time when it would be 
appropriate. Respondents who believed reasons existed to justify such preaching 
practices but that the pastors need to let their congregations know they are preaching 
someone else’s sermon. For example, one pastor stated, “Yes, every now and then, as 
long as the pastor is upfront about it.” One pastor gave a personal example of being bi-
vocational and burned out and how the congregation supported him in his months of 
preaching others sermons: 
I am bi-vocational and take no money from my church; I have been here 
for thirteen years. Three years ago I went through a period of depression 
that affected my job and my duties as a pastor. It was the first time in my 
life that I was what could be called clinically depressed. It all just became 
too much. I could not sleep, could not eat, could not study for any length 
of time, was not much of a husband and father and certainly was not doing 
my congregation any good. I even found it hard to pray. My sermons 
started to reflect my state and a good friend and member of my 
congregation asked me what was going on. I was depressing him! So for 
the next six months I began using sermons that I found online. Upbeat, but 
scripturally sound sermons and this helped me and my folks. I was glad 
that I found them but I did tell the people what was going on and about the 
sermons I was using and they actually supported me, prayed for me and 
loved me through a very difficult time. 
A few pastors did mention that maybe due to issues of health of the pastor they can see 
how preaching someone else’s sermons could be justified as long as the congregation 
knew about it.  
Other respondents mentioned that using someone else’s sermons would be 
acceptable especially during specific campaigns, that the congregation is aware of, such 
as “40 Days of Purpose.” The Church of the Nazarene celebrated its one hundredth 
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birthday on Sunday, 5 October 2008, and sermons were distributed to all Nazarene 
churches for the four Sundays leading up to 5 October. Some pastors gave these types of 
campaigns as examples of when preaching someone else’s sermons is acceptable, but 
again they were clear that the congregation should know the pastor is not preaching his or 
her original work.  
Some pastors noted times when preaching someone else’s sermon is completely 
acceptable without the need cite the original author of the sermon. Here are a few 
examples: 
When the content is applicable, doctrinally sound and directed by the 
Spirit. 
Holidays, funerals and other special occasions that a pastor has to do but 
feels inadequate to preach about. 
Every week that you feel you need to. Some pastors can't put together 
interesting or insightful messages. Guess what,... many of them are still 
good at the rest of the job,... including delivery. 
It is appropriate whenever the preacher feels that the purchased sermon is 
the best way to communicate what God has laid on his heart and what the 
congregation needs to hear. 
Finally, one respondent said if the Holy Spirit gives the “green light” then that is what 
constitutes “appropriate use” of Internet sermon resources.  
Questionnaire Item #8 
Question #8 of the research instrument asks respondents to review a list and 
indicate what reasons may justify “a pastor regularly using (2-4 times a month) Internet 
sermons or outlines as their primary form of sermon preparation.” Nine options were 
given and respondents were allowed to check all that might apply as justification for a 
pastor using Internet sermon resources (see Table 4.4).  
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Table 4.4. Justifiable reason for regular Internet sermon use   
Options Responses 
  
Lack of time 164 
Less work 50 
Unexpected situations, funerals, tragedies, church crisis 234 
Sermons & outlines superior to the pastors own work 110 
Building program or capital campaign underway 67 
Internet sermon resources are educational and informative 174 
Internet sermon resources are spiritually forming to the pastors own life 129 
Pastor does not see the need in writing an original sermon when a sermon is 
already prepared on the same topic or passage of scripture 
49 
The regular use 2-4 times month of sermons and sermon outlines prepared 
by another person is never acceptable 
114 
 
 
 
Research Question #2 
Research question #2 asks, “What do Nazarene pastors identify as benefits in 
using Internet sermon resources?” Responses to questionnaire items 1, 3 and 4 addressed 
research question #2. Questions 3 and 4 of the research instrument asked, “What are the 
benefits and or detriments to using Internet sermon resources?” Because Research 
Question #2 asked what Nazarene pastors identify as benefits in using Internet sermon 
resources, this section reviews only those responses that speak to the benefits. 
Questionnaire Item #1 
Questionnaire item #1 asks, “In what ways do you believe pastors find Internet 
sermon resources to be helpful in their sermon preparation?” Responses to item #1 
indicate three ways in which the use of Internet sermon resources are helpful, and thus 
beneficial, in sermon preparation. These three themes are reported in order of frequency. 
The use of Internet sermon resources provides fresh ideas or creative sparks, reduces the 
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amount of time needed for sermon preparation, and presents wider points of view on 
biblical texts or topics. 
Some of the pastors believe Internet sermon resources give pastors other points of 
view on a passage of Scripture or sermon topic. Older pastors mentioned how they find 
these resources to be “modern,” helping them connect with younger generations. Often, 
the video resources and illustrations helped them draw in younger generations. As one 
pastor describes, “After pastoring in the same growing church for 20 years, I need help 
not only coming up with something new and fresh, but in reaching the younger 
generation.” Commonly mentioned was how many pastors now have access to a much 
broader and stronger library on line than they would have in their personal or local 
library. Respondents mentioned how the research is already done for them: 
Specifically, it allows me to easily search the Bible for topics/words that do not appear in 
a concordance. But most recently I have found reliable sites that allow me to research the 
Greek and Hebrew words that our English translations come from. Since I have no formal 
training in either language these sites help me a great deal.  
  
Respondents also mentioned how language resources for Hebrew and Greek are 
invaluable to pastors, especially when they do not know Greek and Hebrew. A frequent 
comment by respondents in the 429 responses were along the lines of “time saved” and 
the “creative sparks” or idea that help generate a pastor’s own thinking. 
The amount of time that is saved from using Internet sermon resources is what is 
most beneficial. Respondents often mentioned that the time saved will allow a pastor to 
focus on other important issues instead of giving time to “digging for information.” 
Another respondent stated, “Internet resources can help a pastor with limited time sort 
through and identify areas that need to be addressed within their church.” Comments 
were numerous on the importance of time saved for those who are bi-vocational pastors. 
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Even pastors who are not bi-vocational would mention how the time saved for the bi-
vocational pastor is very important. As one respondent articulated, “When a pastor works 
another job/career over 40-plus hours a week, plus family and ministry demands, having 
resources developed by pastors who have more time in full-time ministry is a blessing.” 
A bi-vocational pastor stated how they are beneficial: “As a bi-vocational pastor they are 
very helpful in that they cut down on my research time. I still research and still write all 
my own sermons, but they are helpful when you find your time very limited.” The bi-
vocational pastor is who many respondents think of in regards to using Internet sermon 
resources and the time that is saved from using the sources. Even those Nazarene pastors 
who responded to the questionnaire who are critical of regularly using Internet sermon 
resources believe that the bi-vocational pastor has different guidelines in regards to the 
use of these resources in that they can utilize them more frequently.  
The other comments stated in regards to how Internet sermon resources can be 
helpful were along the lines of idea starters or as one pastor said, “They provide creative 
sparks for sermon development.” The “creative sparks” idea was commonly expressed. 
“They can encourage creativity in your own preparation.” Another pastor said, “To get 
fresh ideas, to jog the thinking process.” Many pastors agree that having creative help is 
something that is needed in the life of all pastors at some point in their pulpit ministry 
and why some Internet resources can be very helpful.  
Questionnaire Item #3  
Questionnaire question #3 asks, “When used regularly (2-4 times a month), in 
what ways are sermons and sermon outlines obtained from the Internet beneficial and/or 
detrimental to the spiritual growth of a congregation?”  
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One pastor stated, “Congregations benefit by this added study resource.” This 
quote and others like it indicate that if the resource benefits the pastor it then benefits the 
congregation. Other respondents agreed and have similar feelings: “It is a breadth of 
knowledge which would not be available to [congregations] any other way.” Numerous 
responses were on how it is beneficial for pastors, and yet the question asked if it is 
beneficial and/or detrimental to the congregation. They naturally believe that if it benefits 
the pastor, it is beneficial to the congregation:  
It allows for creative (we are very narrow in our personal knowledge) 
access to ideas, thoughts and illustrations. 
Inspirational ideas and creative thoughts and outlines. 
Quick access to commentaries, exegesis, outlines, etc. 
Inspiration for creative ideas; permission to be creative & innovative in 
proclamation. 
Again, overwhelmingly so, these benefit statements never mention the congregation even 
though the question is specifically asking about the benefits Internet sermon resources 
have for a congregation. Many respondents believe that if sermons and sermon outlines 
obtained from the Internet are beneficial to the pastor then they will be beneficial to the 
congregation:   
Sometimes there are good primary resources available and I suppose some 
pastors use sermon starters as a helpful resource. 
I believe especially for the bi-vocational pastor, of which I am one, there 
is a great help. I find that several sites give me an abundance of resources 
that I do not have time to search for myself. 
They do not have to do all the research. Helps with outlines as well. 
They help in the area of research. Often times the biggest time crunch is 
for research and you can get a great deal of help in that area. 
They are beneficial if they are used as seeds for thought and not for 
excuses to not do our own study and research. 
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Another question specifically asked for the benefits Internet sermon resources have for 
the pastor. 
Questionnaire Item #4 
When used regularly (2-4 times a month), how is a sermon or sermon outline 
obtained from the Internet less or more beneficial to the pastor’s own spiritual growth? 
Many of the responses to questionnaire item #4 were similar to responses made for 
questionnaire item #3. As mentioned above, some Nazarene pastors believe that if the 
resources benefit the pastors benefit the congregation. Although question #4 asked 
specifically how an online sermon is beneficial or detrimental to the pastor, responses 
such as “see response to #3” were not uncommon. However, with well over four hundred 
respondents there are more than enough other comments worth noting.  
“Additional resources” was a common theme in many of the responses to question 
#4 as it was in question #3. In regards to Internet sermon resources, one pastor stated, “It 
became an extension of my study and reading time. Like a commentary it can bring more 
insight into a text/topic.” Another pastor states that they keep him young, “If a pastor 
knows who he is and what he believes I think using other resources will stretch us and 
keep us young.” No question, more sermon resources are available to pastors than even 
before and many use them regularly.   
Many respondents view Internet sermon resources as resources prepared by 
trusted colleagues whom they (for the most part) have never met and do not know. They 
believe colleagues who have posted sermons or sermon outlines on one or numerous Web 
sites are mentors to them, of sorts, and offer the insight and creative spark for which they 
are seeking. The following quotes articulate this thought of colleagues working together: 
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“They make me think of things I would not have thought of on my own/in my situation 
they make me more universally aware.” Another pastor offers praise for additional 
resources, “I find that it opens my perspective as to various ways a person might go with 
developing different scripture and topics.” From these responses, reading and listening to 
the sermons and work of other men and women in ministry is a valuable benefit to many 
Nazarene pastors, and Internet sermon resources open the doors for that to happen in 
what appears to be unending ways. 
Internet sermon resources provide ideas for sermon starters that are often 
desperately needed for pastors: “I believe the Internet when used properly can give a 
pastor fresh ideas and perspective on a passage.” Another pastor mentions two points that 
are helpful “(1) gain insight (2) gain motivation.” With insight and inspiration, Internet 
sermon resources “take some stress out of his life,” as one pastor stated. Not only with 
ideas but learning how to craft and write the sermon, by using others sermons, is also 
priceless for several respondents seem to believe that Nazarene pastors lack strength in 
the area of sermon construction: “good for the person who has never learned to write 
sermons. (Way too many of those).” To another pastor affirms the previous statement, “I 
used it to start my own sermon development.” There was no shortage of Nazarene pastors 
who believe Internet sermon resources are a tremendous benefit to a pastor’s spiritual life 
and ministry.  
Research Question #3 
Research question #3 asks, “What do Nazarene pastors identify as drawbacks to 
using Internet sermon resources? Questions 2, 3 and 4 from the open-ended questionnaire 
helped answer research question #3.  
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Questionnaire Item #2 
Questionnaire item #2 asks, “In what ways do you believe pastors might find 
Internet sermon resources to be counterproductive to their sermon preparation?” I broke 
down the responses to this question into three sections: laziness and lack of in-depth 
study, too much dependence on Internet resources with blind acceptance of theological 
views, and not seeking God’s voice so the message is not from the pastor’s heart.  
The most common word mentioned as drawbacks or negatives in utilizing Internet 
sermon resources is “lazy.” Several Nazarene pastors believe pastors are or will soon 
become lazy in their sermon preparation if they are continually relying upon Internet 
sermon resources. Internet sermon resources “can create a lazy mentality in my book. It is 
so easy just to take someone else’s study and make it your own,” said one pastor, and this 
pastor is far from being alone in this belief. “Laziness (is what develops) if you begin to 
use it as your lectionary and never having to prepare or study or dig into the word of 
God.” “It can make a pastor lazy” said one respondent who then went on to elaborate, 
“When a pastor uses Internet sermons on a regular basis, he becomes lazy with his 
sermon preparation. Their time they spend on a sermon is less and less of chance for God 
to give them something fresh and new.” Several respondents have stated Internet 
resources give fresh perspectives, yet this pastor and others believe a regular use of these 
sources dries a pastor up from being creative. One Nazarene pastor described such 
sermon practices as “the snatch and run on Saturday or Sunday,” which this pastor 
believes contributes to a pastor being lazy. If the “snatch and run” becomes routine for a 
pastor in-depth Bible study and exegesis is not taking place in the pastors’ life, which was 
another concern often mentioned.  
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In-depth study of the Word and exegeting the passage of Scripture as it applies to 
the pastors and their congregations are crucial for many of the pastors who answered the 
questionnaire. Internet sermon resources can be counterproductive because pastors have 
“temptation not to really investigate the Scripture for yourself,” or the Internet sermons 
and resources “become a substitute for exegesis and research,” as two respondents stated. 
Several pastors mentioned that such routine practices of sermon preparation are a neglect 
of the call a pastor has on his or her life: “Certainly any use of the Internet that enables a 
pastor to neglect their own study of the Word is counterproductive. I believe that a lack 
of personal preparation and study will result in a lack of passion in the preacher.” It keeps 
pastors “out of the Word,” as one pastors stated “from preparation and prayer” over the 
text and sermon which seemed to be an understanding among many pastors that time 
studying the Word is part of the call to “preach the Word.” If pastors are not invested in 
the discipline of in-depth study and exegesis and then prepare their sermon many of the 
pastors who responded to the questionnaire believe such sermon preparation practices 
causes pastors to accept blindly what they read online without concern for theological 
perspectives that are in these sermons.  
Several Nazarene pastors who answered the questionnaire expressed concerns that 
becoming too dependent on Internet sermon resources may cause the pastors to embrace 
theological views that are not within the Wesleyan-Holiness tradition:  
With the wide array of theological perspectives, one can be swept in many 
different theological directions especially in certain passages of Scripture. 
If one is not well acclimated to the different theological perspectives you 
and your congregation can find themselves in theological peril.  
Two pastors’ quotes mentioned concern for the congregations: “Failure to verify 
theological backgrounds and thorough research of the text by the pastor could lead to 
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sermons that mislead congregations.” The concern of another pastor is stated as follows: 
“You have to be very careful at times in doctrinal interpretation and teaching beliefs that 
we do not agree with and cannot or should not expound.” When the hard work biblically, 
exegetically and theologically is forfeited by using Internet sermons, many Nazarene 
pastors are concerned that that feeds into a lack of theological understanding from pastors 
within their own denomination and a serious problem within Nazarene churches. Not 
only would is there loss in clarity of understanding of the Nazarene church’s theological 
perspective, another concern often mentioned was over pastors not hearing from God 
when downloading sermons and sermon outlines is the primary form of sermon 
preparation. 
Nazarene pastors who answered the questionnaire often mentioned the importance 
of the pastor hearing God’s voice and following God’s direction for the congregation he 
or she pastors. A concern mentioned in the responses was that some pastors believe 
regularly using Internet sermon resources will lead pastors to rely more on the Internet 
than to be sensitive to the leading of God in their lives, or in other words, “Relying totally 
on the Internet instead of relying on the Holy Spirit.” One pastor used him or herself as 
an example: “If I am totally reliant on someone else’s sermons, I am not really seeking 
God or the study of His Word to write my sermons.” Another Nazarene pastor called 
such sermon practices as “second hand revelation,” which the pastor described as, 
“information download vs. transformation, not hearing Gods’ heart directly from the 
Word and specifically for his/her people.” One Nazarene pastor who responded to the 
questionnaire was candid in noting that some people will know when he is following 
God’s leading or someone else’s: “they do not listen to the leading of the Holy Spirit. It is 
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not their own. Even my wife can tell when it is mine or someone else’s.” Following the 
lead of others instead of following the leading of God is what some responders viewed as 
“counterproductive” in using Internet sermon resources.   
Questionnaire Item #3  
When used regularly (2-4 times a month), in what ways are sermons and sermon 
outlines obtained from the Internet beneficial and/or detrimental to the spiritual growth of 
a congregation? Many of the pastors who responded to the questionnaire listed both 
beneficial and detrimental effects for a congregation whose pastor regularly uses Internet 
sermons and sermon outlines, yet opinions were numerous on how it is detrimental. 
Again almost all detrimental viewpoints centered on the fact that if using online sermons 
is detrimental to the pastor it is naturally detrimental to the congregation. In fact, from the 
responses by the pastors, a foregone conclusion is that if it is detrimental to the pastor 
then it is detrimental to the congregation. The best way for me to demonstrate these 
responses is to list several below so the themes and opinions can be clearly seen:  
It is hard for the Holy Spirit to move throughout the congregation and 
spiritual growth to occur, if the pastor has not been filled with the Holy 
Spirit throughout the week in preparation. 
I would say that most of the time they are detrimental to the spiritual 
growth of the congregation because they are not regularly receiving a 
word from God through one who has studied and searched scripture, the 
person of Christ, and the face of God (i.e. the word they receive is not 
what God has to say to the specific congregation but at best a word that He 
has spoken before to another group of people. 
Preaching should flow out of the pastors’ devotional life, personal studies, 
and incarnation relationship with the congregation in my opinion. Canned 
sermons (including Internet sermons) are a cheap way out that lacks the 
depth of insight that might be necessary to spiritual growth. Save the 
congregation's money, do away with the pastor, and purchase a taped 
sermon series. 
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I think they are more detrimental than helpful when they are used that 
often. People are looking to follow a visionary leader. How can we lead 
people to where we ourselves have not encountered through Jesus Christ. 
While the content may be good, if there is no follow-up through 
application and example of leadership, the message was just good 
information. 
I consider the pastor who uses online sermons or outlines lazy. Such a 
pastor deprives the congregation by not allowing God to speak through 
them as they think creatively and prepare their sermons. 
They are detrimental because God has called you to where you are and He 
has something He wants to say through your heart and life, not someone 
else’s. 
Another comment noted as to why such sermon practices are detrimental to the life of the 
congregation was that the sermon did not generate within the life of the congregation. 
Regularly hearing sermons that were generated from other pastors at other churches can 
be detrimental. “The messages are not rising out of our common life together, but are 
picked from another garden.” One pastors shares from his own congregation’s 
perspective “My congregation is in its own place. The Internet cannot know what my 
church is like.” “Detrimental: they are often generic and do not speak to a local context.” 
Many pastors were clear that the sermon does not just germinate from the heart of one 
individual but does so within a community, and many pastors believe the voice of the 
local congregation is negated when a sermon or sermon outline is obtained from Internet.  
Questionnaire Item #4  
Questionnaire item #4 asked, “When used regularly (2-4 times a month), how is a 
sermon or sermon outline obtained from the Internet less or more beneficial to the 
pastor’s own spiritual growth?” Several of the over four hundred Nazarene pastors who 
answered the research questionnaire had clear opinions on why such sermon preparation 
practices can be harmful spiritually to a pastor. Several comments centered around the 
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pastor who lives in fear that he or she would be found out if a parishioner had heard the 
sermon before or may hear it from another pastor in the future: “The pastor loses the 
benefit of personal study for his own development, and also has the quiet fear that 
someone may have heard this before somewhere else!” The comments of concern over 
members hearing the sermon in another church were not few in number, “[Members of 
the church] may have heard it before (or will again when a guest speaker visits).” Fear of 
members of your church hearing the same sermon in another church is not an ungrounded 
concern, as indicated in Chapter 1 with several such examples members of churches 
recognized their pastors’ use of someone else’s sermon.  
Some comments did not hesitate to cover ALL they feel is negative about such 
preaching practices: 
Limits personal creativity; risks outright plagiarism; avoids serious 
devotional depth; filters material through another’s spiritual eyes rather 
than the experiences of the preacher him/herself; becomes a quest for the 
glib/cute/pragmatic/stylized, rather than a reflection of a spiritual journey. 
Also mentioned was the pastor not having the best interest of the church in mind when 
having such sermon preparation techniques: “I do not think that a pastor is searching for 
God's heart for THIS GROUP OF PEOPLE [original emphasis] if he is using someone 
else’s stuff.” This sermon practice “places us in the position of observers sharing what we 
have found, instead of students sharing what we have learned.” Again, the feeling from 
some pastors is that sermons need to generate from within the pastor’s given church 
community. 
Overwhelmingly, the most common theme in the response to this question was 
that such sermon preparation practices hurt the spiritual life of the pastor. The comments 
were numerous and in great detail:  
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It would be less beneficial to a pastors’ own spiritual growth in that s/he is 
not spending considerable time researching, considering, weighing the 
Scripture through the sermon prep process. This is an extremely beneficial 
exercise to ones’ own spiritual growth! 
My personal sermons come from doing life with God—and His Spirit! 
Therefore if I only used someone else' sermon—and did not spend time 
with God there would be a huge disconnect. 
When we do not struggle with a text we are apt to have fewer windows 
into our own soul. 
The best sermons flow from what the Spirit is saying and doing within the 
pastors’ heart and life as well as his or her own wrestling with Biblical 
passages applied to his or her congregation. Both pastor and people are 
robbed if these never happen because the pastor is downloading the 
sermon half the time. 
I do think that a pastor must be careful and not rely too heavily on the 
Internet. If you are not spending personal time with God (away from 
Internet) the spiritual life will suffer. 
This is the bigger issue in my opinion. Borrowed sermons dull the edges 
of the pastor's relationship with God. Pastors who use the Internet to find 
the message most likely will not have a message to give his/her people 
born in his heart. And thus less likely to make a good relation or have 
meaningful interaction with his/her congregation during the sermon 
presentation. 
They do tend to rob the pastor of the much needed research into the 
passage yielding the Holy Spirit the opportunity to speak to his/her soul. 
They tend to rob the pastor of the satisfaction/joy of knowing that they 
have spoken God’s unique word to His people. 
Even though many pastors mentioned that sermon preparation time should not be 
considered the pastors’ “devotional time,” sermon preparation time is commonly thought 
as spiritually forming to the pastor and, therefore, certainly benefits the congregation if 
the pastor is being spiritually formed.  
Summary of Significant Findings 
This research project had four significant findings that will be helpful to the 
Church of the Nazarene USA. The findings of this project are also foundational for 
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researchers who plan to study the practice of preaching in similar denominations or those 
researching plagiarism in the pulpit in the Christian church.  
1. Nazarene pastors believe “times of crisis” are justifiable reasons to use 
Internet sermon resources regularly for sermon preparation. 
2. The definition of appropriate use of Internet sermon resources varies from 
pastor to pastor. 
3. Pastors holding differing perspectives commonly agree that the use of Internet 
sermon resources should be judged by the benefit or the detriment to both pastors and 
congregations. 
4. Pastors on all sides of the issue in regard to the regular use of Internet sermon 
resources believe bi-vocational pastors have different rules.  
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this research was to identify the beliefs of Nazarene senior pastors 
in the United States in regard to the use of Internet sermon resources for regular sermon 
preparation. Sermons are readily available to pastors now more than ever before, thanks 
to the Internet. As demonstrated in Chapter 1, more and more pastors are purchasing 
sermon outlines and full manuscripts from the Internet as their primary form of sermon 
preparation.  
This project has successfully provided a foundation for further discussion in the 
Church of the Nazarene USA about the use of Internet sermon resources. Opinions differ 
greatly on if and how such resources should be used as well as what defines appropriate 
use of such resources. The intensity of Nazarene pastors’ beliefs was evident by the 
short-answer responses to the questionnaire.  
Major Findings 
There were four major findings in this study.  
Interpreting the Data  
The significant findings were (1) Nazarene pastors believe that times of crisis are 
justifiable reasons to use Internet sermon resources regularly for sermon preparation; (2) 
the definition of appropriate use of Internet sermon resources varies from pastor to 
pastor; (3) pastors holding differing perspectives commonly agree that the use of Internet 
sermon resources should be judged by the benefit or the detriment to both pastors and 
congregations; and, (4) pastors on all sides of the issue of the regular use of Internet 
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sermon resources believe bi-vocational pastors should have greater freedom in using such 
sources.  
Justifiable Reason  
Research question #1 was answered in part by the significant finding of how 
unexpected situations, funerals, tragedies, and church crises would justify using Internet 
sermon resources according to Nazarene pastors’ beliefs on the use of these resources. 
While these situations do not signal “regular” use as reflected in the research question, 
they do identify the challenge of preparing sermons when events within congregations 
call for extra attention or urgent ministry. In reflecting on and giving consideration to this 
finding, I relate to the demands of these unexpected situations that arise with little or no 
warning.  
In my second year of starting the church, I was still a bi-vocational pastor 
working in the finance industry just outside of New York City when the attacks of 11 
September 2001, took place. That evening I took part in a combined community service 
with the local Methodist church where I was offered the opportunity to take five minutes 
for a brief meditation. The next morning I had to be back at work even though the 
markets were shut down for the week. From my office building, we could see the smoke 
from ground zero. Everyone with whom I worked was wondering if they had friends at 
ground zero. We all had friends with whom we went to high school or college who 
worked downtown or were New York City police officers and firefighters. The week is a 
blur because we were all dealing with so many different emotions and fears.  
The question that consumed me as a pastor the week of 11 September 2001, was, 
“What do I say to the children on Sunday?” The question of “where was God on 11 
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September” naturally abounded for the weeks and months that followed, but that first 
Sunday all I could think about was how to care for the children.” I had little to offer my 
congregation that first Sunday, and I am not even sure what my sermon was that day but I 
do know that we gathered together.  
I recognize using an example from my time pastoring in the New York area after 
11 September is an extreme example, and hopefully churches will never have to face a 
national crisis anytime soon; however, it was a real example from my ministry that does 
highlight how pastors do not always have the time or the words and thoughts needed for 
an original sermon. Scott M. Gibson says that during difficult days a pastor should be 
able to use other pastors’ sermons. Gibson mentions how preaching someone else’s 
sermon can be done appropriately:  
If you use another’s sermon, you could state, This past week was a tough 
one for me—and for us as a church. In the midst of caring for three 
families and my other responsibilities, I was not able to prepare as well as 
I would like and as well as you deserve. However, I do have a sermon for 
you. It isn’t mine, but it was preached by [Preacher X]. What he has to say 
is important for us to hear this morning. His words are my words to you. 
Your listeners will appreciate your honesty and will respect you for it. (77) 
When pastors find themselves in times of personal, church, or even national crisis, they 
should feel comfortable to draw heavily upon whatever sermon resources they find 
helpful to them and their congregations as long as they are honest with them. I myself 
one Sunday drew heavily upon a Stewart sermon entitled, “The Darkness: Where God 
Was” (Wind 94) because it was a sermon that was appropriate for what we were facing 
and what I believe we needed to hear. Ironically, I quoted Stewart earlier in this 
dissertation on the importance of hard work in sermon preparation. The fact remains 
some weeks because of crisis situations pastors will not have anything “in them” to write 
a sermon though I think those weeks will be few and far between. More than half of the 
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Nazarene pastors responded affirmatively to drawing heavily upon Internet sermon 
resources when the pastor has nothing to give toward a sermon one week because they 
have given all their energies to a crisis situation.  
Appropriate Use  
Nazarene pastors have a wide range of opinions relating to appropriate use of 
Internet sermon resources, which is a significant finding, indicating little set value on the 
importance of sermon preparation and preaching within the Church of the Nazarene 
USA. This significant finding of “appropriate use” not being able to be defined assists in 
answering Research Question #1. The Manual of the Church of the Nazarene states, “The 
duties of a pastor are: 413.1. To preach the Word” (Manual 185). The list goes on for 
twenty five more sub points of the responsibilities of a Nazarene senior pastor; however, 
preaching the Word is recognized as being the highest priority for a pastor in the Church 
of the Nazarene. The Nazarene senior pastors who responded to the questionnaire are 
those who are recognized by the Church of the Nazarene to have a preaching ministry. 
What “a preaching ministry” looks like for the Nazarene pastor, as well as the importance 
it has in their lives and ministry differs from pastor to pastor.  
Without a unified vision of sermon preparation and preaching, a pastor’s 
preaching can cause confusion regarding the theology and ecclesiology of a local church. 
Many Nazarene pastors are heavily dependent upon such resources, which demonstrates 
that the primary theological voice for many in the Church of the Nazarene is not the 
Church of the Nazarene and its Wesleyan heritage but the different voices and theologies 
that pastors read every week. The preaching ministry should have the greatest influence 
in a local church, and when a pastor’s sermons are heavily dependent upon the sermons 
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of Warren (or another pastor or sermon Web site) they begin to sound less like a local 
Church of the Nazarene and begin to sound more like Saddleback. Whatever sermon 
resources pastors are using week after week becomes the prominent theology in the 
church. Even worse, pastors jumping from one sermon Internet source to another each 
week can lead local churches to having a different theology each and every week. 
Whatever is popular or whatever sermon series is the best seller on the Web becomes the 
theology of pastors and their congregations.  
This issue of having “no clear definition of appropriate use of Internet sermon 
resources” also highlights the fact that the spiritual formation that takes place in the 
pastor’s life while preparing an original sermon is also compromised when one is heavily 
dependent upon these resources. A wonderful benefit preachers have in their ministry/job 
requirement is spending time studying the Word of God. In depth study of God’s word 
every week at times can be hard work and draining. I have discovered, however, that 
though in-depth Bible study is challenging, my spiritual life and understanding of 
Scripture is enriched, as well as my preaching, while preparing a sermon. Chapter 2 of 
this project focused on the spiritual formation of the preacher that takes place and how 
pastors such as Peterson believe more than ever before pastors are not allowing the study 
of Scripture to form them (Working the Angles 109). The spiritual enrichment and 
continually developing as a preacher is not one necessarily notices in a week or month, 
but it is realized over time. I am a better preacher today than I was three years ago, but I 
could not see that growth taking place.  
The regular diet of taking in the Word, like the prophet Ezekiel, which was 
reviewed in Chapter 2, fills and nourishes a pastor’s life. Ezekiel was only prepared to 
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take God’s message to the people once he had taken the scroll and it had become a part of 
him. Similarly, pastors need to study the Word of God so they can be prepared to preach 
the word that is within them. If the Word of God was enough for Ezekiel pastors need to 
be filled and nourished with the Word of God in order to then preach the Word of God to 
the congregations to which they are called.  
Forfeiting the spiritual formation that takes place in a pastor’s life while preparing 
a sermon leads to the next significant finding. Nazarene pastors do agree that if regularly 
using Internet sermon resources is spiritually forming to the pastor, then it is spiritually 
forming to the congregation. Also, if weekly sermon preparation is not truly spiritually 
forming the pastor, then it is not spiritually forming the congregation. 
Helps the Pastor Helps Congregation/Hurts the Pastor Hurts Congregation 
If regularly using Internet sermon resources is beneficial or detrimental to the 
pastor’s spiritual life, it will, in turn, have a direct effect on whether or not the sermon is 
beneficial or detrimental to his or her congregation’s spiritual journey.  
Sermon preparation is hard work (Robinson; Baxter; Stewart Heralds of God; 
Farmer), but the spiritual life pastors and congregations are beneficiaries of the discipline. 
Gill emphasizes how a pastor must be filled to feed others (227). Pastors who are called 
to proclaim the Word of God can only provide spiritual formation and direction to others 
if they are also continually growing in their own spiritual lives.  
Likewise, the pastor and the congregation are the ones who can become 
malnourished when sermon preparation is compromised. Being a “Herald of God” is a 
high and holy calling and if preaching is simply viewed as a task that needs to be 
completed as quickly as possible, the consequences will be significant. I believe Farmer 
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articulates best how sermon preparation is far greater than a professional task and pastors 
must give their very best to the sermon (18). Pastor’s who have a “task” mindset when it 
comes to preaching would naturally find sermon Internet resources appealing. It hurts the 
pastor and the congregation when a pastor simply wants to get the sermon preparation 
over with because it compromises the spiritual formation of the process itself.  
The congregation is supposed to be part of the sermon preparation and they are 
left out of the process when a pastor regularly uses Internet sermon resources. Craddock 
highlights that the congregation is part of the interpretation of Scripture part of the 
sermon preparation (39). If pastors regularly download sermons, they are not bringing 
their own lives or the lives of their congregations to the text, and both the spiritual lives 
of the pastors and congregations begin to be compromised.  
Certainly, reading other people’s sermons can be helpful and spiritually forming 
to whoever may read or listen to them. Nazarene pastors articulated when finding helpful 
sermons online they will draw heavily upon them thinking that they will be beneficial to 
their people. Personally, my favorite books to read are sermons by Stewart. I read Stewart 
as part of my devotional time, not my sermon preparation time. I find the sermons very 
enriching to my own spiritual life which has probably spilled over into my preaching. 
However, I do not go to Stewart looking for sermons or illustrations. Stewart had his own 
congregation in mind when we wrote his sermons, and though they are still very powerful 
messages even today, I need to go to God’s Word to see what God has for my 
congregation. We are in a different place than Stewart’s people were when he wrote the 
sermons, and I am not taking my congregation and their spiritual journey into 
consideration by regularly using Stewart.  
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I agree with Warren, that other pastors’ sermons can “feed my soul,” but my 
concern is with the fact he sells his sermons for the purpose of other pastors using them 
as their own, and how pastors have become so dependent upon them. A megachurch in 
Southern California is much different than a house church on Long Island. Easing one’s 
preparation is one thing; becoming dependent on Warren’s sermons, as many pastors 
have, discards the greater depth of learning and spiritual formation that could take place 
in the lives of the pastors and congregations if they would prepare original sermons.  
Within this significant finding, one is reminded why lectio devina is so important. 
Lectio devina, which means meditating on the Word, praying over the text, meditating on 
the text, and living the text is so important for the pastor to practice because not only will 
the pastor benefit but so will his or her congregation. As a pastor I knew many of my 
parishioners spent little time in the Word of God either because reading the Bible 
intimidated them, they were too busy raising children, or because they were raised in a 
tradition that thought only the priest or the pastor are allowed to study the Bible. Though 
I continued to encourage members to be in a Bible study and have personal Bible time I 
knew for many that was not going to happen. Because I knew my people would not be 
spending much time in the Bible, I needed to immerse myself in the passage of Scripture 
for my own benefit and for my congregation. I needed to be overflowing with God’s 
Word in my life so that I might be able to pour into the lives of others. I believed that as I 
prepared sermons each week that I was not in God’s Word just for myself but for 
everyone who called me pastor. As Nazarene pastors have articulated that what helps 
pastors helps their congregations, for sermon preparation pastors can do nothing better 
for themselves and the people they pastor than to immerse themselves in God’s Word as 
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they prepare the sermon that week. I trusted turning to the Word of God week after week 
to be far more beneficial to my people than could any regular diet of online sermons.   
Bi-Vocational Pastors 
Pastors on all sides of the issue in regard to the regular use of Internet sermon 
resources believe bi-vocational pastors should be able to use such sources regularly. The 
unilateral agreement among Nazarene pastors that Internet sermon resources are 
especially beneficial for bi-vocational pastors confirms that they recognize the incredible 
task bi-vocational pastors have of working full-time jobs as well as pastoring churches.  
In addition to the numerous pastoral tasks required for being bi-vocational 
pastors, they must also have time to invest in their most important ministry, their 
families. Ralph Moore offers guidelines for the bi-vocational pastors in regards to 
responsibilities and scheduling: “The bi-vocational pastor will have far too many 
fellowship opportunities and a plethora of ministry commitments. You must learn how to 
accept the right ones and reject the others” (9). In the same vein that bi-vocational pastors 
must learn to balance their time and schedule, they must also learn to use Internet sermon 
resources properly and to distinguish what sites are the right ones to use and how to use 
them and which ones need to be rejected.  
I appreciate the support my Nazarene colleagues have for bi-vocational pastors. I 
am sure the right Internet sermon resources can be very helpful to bi-vocational pastors, 
though what the right sources would be and how to use them needs clarification for the 
bi-vocational pastor. Similar to what was stated about appropriate use of Internet sermon 
resources for full-time pastors, appropriate use guidelines or parameters for the bi-
vocational pastor in using these sources is also important. As I began writing this finding 
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it occurred to me how rare it is to find a book on preaching that has a chapter or section 
dedicated to preaching and the bi-vocational pastor. With all the books I have read on 
preaching over these last few years, I cannot recall one that offered guidance on sermon 
preparation to the bi-vocational pastor. The books that do briefly discuss preaching and 
the bi-vocational pastors are the books on church planting, all by experienced church 
planters, such as Moore’s mentioned above. The experienced church planters are the ones 
who best understand the challenges of having to prepare a sermon every week while 
working another job and pastoring a church. In addition to experienced church planters, 
however, other voices must offer guidance to bi-vocational pastors who take on the 
extraordinary task of bi-vocational ministry. I respect and admire many of the great 
pastors and theologians who have written books on preaching who are mentioned 
throughout this dissertation (Craddock; Long, Witness of Preaching; Taylor; Peterson, 
Eat this Book; Stewart, Heralds of God), but none of them recognized the challenges or 
offered guidance to the bi-vocational pastor’s pulpit ministry. The need for guidance and 
support for the bi-vocational pastor is crucial in all areas of ministry. Unfortunately, the 
primary assistance and guidance that bi-vocational pastors have at their disposal in 
regards to preaching helps are Internet sermon resources. As mentioned throughout this 
dissertation, becoming too dependent upon Internet sermon resources can happen easily. 
Even for bi-vocational pastors, over-dependence on Internet sermon resources would be 
unhealthy, not only for themselves but also for those whom they pastor.  
During the time I was a bi-vocational pastor, Peter, came to me and shared how 
he had heard the same exact sermon from a pastor in New York that he had heard from a 
pastor in Kansas City. I have often wondered during the last five years of this Doctor of 
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Ministry journey that if Peter had never come to me with his shock of hearing the same 
sermon from two different pastors if I may have relied too heavily upon Internet sermon 
resources. This study did not look at the congregation’s perspective of a pastor regularly 
using Internet sermon resources, but it was from a member of my own congregation that 
had a defining influence on my preaching ministry when he shared his dismay in hearing 
a pastor preach the same sermon he had heard from another pastor. The perspective of the 
congregation would be important to look into for future studies of regularly using Internet 
sermon resources. 
Implications 
The findings of this research were successful in providing a foundation to begin 
open and honest dialogue among Nazarene pastors on their beliefs on the use of Internet 
sermon resources. This study brought awareness to the fact that many Nazarene pastors 
will not step back and look at alternative points of view in regards to sermon preparation. 
The greatest concern in this area that surfaced is that pastors can tend to cement 
themselves with other pastors and voices that support their own sermon preparation 
practices and not be in healthy and constructive dialogue with pastors of different sermon 
preparation practices.  
Those who responded in support of regularly using Internet sermon resources 
seem to prepare sermons in a very pragmatic way; meaning, if the church is growing or 
the pastor thinks the sermon found online is a home-run then that is all that matters. If the 
sermons are more interesting and entertaining and more people are coming to church, 
seems to be viewed as reason enough to have such sermon preparation practices. A lack 
of biblical and spiritual reflection from these pastors was evident. These pastors said the 
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biblical and spiritual reflection came from using someone else’s sermon or outline and 
they saw no need to create original sermons of their own. My concern is that these 
pastors are regularly seeking spiritual renewal for themselves and their congregations 
from sermons purchased off the Internet instead of through their own time in studying 
and preparing original sermons.  
If pastors are rooted in the regular practice of using sermons and outlines they 
find online, then a question and discussion that would naturally follow is, why not have a 
layperson deliver the message every week? When all of the biblical and exegetical work 
is already done for the preacher/speaker of the morning there is no need for a trained 
preacher. A gifted communicator in one’s congregation would be just as qualified to 
deliver a prepackaged sermon. To be a preacher is a calling, the call of God upon the 
pastor and only the pastor is to preach the word.  
As discussed in Chapter 2 in looking at the Ezekiel passage, pastors are called by 
God to take in the Word (the scroll) and let it fill their entire being for only then are they 
prepared to proclaim the Word. Once the Word is in them, they are then ready to pass it 
on to others. Preaching is hard work that only those called to be “word-bearers” can and 
should do, as Thomas G. Long states,  
To discover joy in the work of preaching does not mean whittling down its 
size, hiding from its demands, minimizing its perils, or even eliminating 
its anguish. What it does mean is strengthening our grip on the truth that 
the announcing of the good news of Jesus Christ in human words is an 
inestimable gift from God. To have our own lives, our own work, our own 
words, our own struggles and fears gathered up in some way into that 
event is an occasion of rich and joyful grace. To be a preacher is to be 
entrusted with the task of speaking the one word that humanity most 
urgently and desperately needs to hear, the glad tidings of God’s 
redemption through Jesus Christ. (Witness 13)  
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Creating a place or maybe even helping create a culture within the Church of the 
Nazarene where one can have open and honest dialogue about important issues such as 
the role of preparing and preaching sermons is very important, and I hope this project will 
help foster such dialogue. I also hope this research study will open the door in a teaching 
capacity at my current ministry setting and to help continue the dialogue in other areas of 
the Church of the Nazarene.  
Limitations 
After I began reading the responses to the questionnaire, evidence surfaced that 
two of my questions overlapped one another, which caused a few responses to be, “see 
response to previous question.” Those questions were numbers three and four of the 
research instrument which asked, “When used regularly (2-4 times a month), in what 
ways are sermons and sermon outlines obtained from the Internet beneficial and/or 
detrimental to the spiritual growth of a congregation?” and, “When used regularly (2-4 
times a month), how is a sermon or sermon outline obtained from the Internet less or 
more beneficial to the pastor’s own spiritual growth?” Some pastors responded to both 
questions three and four by saying if it is beneficial or detrimental to the pastor it will be 
beneficial or detrimental to the congregation. Both the questions are very important to 
spiritual formation of the pastor and the congregation, but I would need to rewrite them 
for clarity so the responses do not overlap. 
The coding was difficult because some the research questions and item questions 
overlapped one another. The overlapping responses to some of the item questions, and 
bringing clarity to them, proved difficult. The responses, however, were valuable and the 
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study a success but clearer distinction between research and item questions would have 
been beneficial.       
Nazarene senior pastors in the United States responded to the questionnaire, and I 
was glad to receive well over four hundred responses, which is more than enough data. If 
I had to redo the research, I would probably take a random sample of Nazarene pastors as 
opposed to inviting all senior Nazarene Pastors in the United States. However, with such 
an overwhelming response, denominational leaders and even the publishing house have 
asked for further information about the study and its findings.  
The open-ended questionnaire was a good way to provide a grounded theory 
approach on the use of Internet sermon resources denomination-wide yet a small group 
format for in-depth discussion would give a researcher an opportunity to dig deeper into 
what pastors are thinking and feeling about their sermon preparation and the use of 
Internet sermon resources. Perhaps districts can now have these discussion groups at 
district gatherings. However, a discussion group research study with pastors poses some 
risks as pastors could be too critical of another pastor’s preaching preparations as well as 
become defensive.   
Unexpected Observations 
      An unexpected observation was the responses from pastors who thought they 
could not answer the questionnaire because they did not use Internet sermon resources. 
Statements from such pastors include the following: “Not sure, since I do not use Internet 
sermon resources, “ or “I’m not sure how they are beneficial because I do not us Internet 
sermon resources, but I imagine it is helpful regarding time.” These pastors, for some 
reason, did not believe their opinions mattered in regards to their beliefs about using 
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Internet sermon resources just because they did not use them. Their opinions as to why 
they choose not to use Internet sermon resources would have been interesting.  
Recommendations 
Several of the pastors who responded to my questionnaire have e-mailed me 
asking when they can see the responses or a report on my findings. A few denominational 
leaders have suggested I present my findings in an arena or publication that all Nazarene 
pastors and leadership might be able to read and review. I am currently pursuing a few 
avenues for presenting the data.  
District superintendents meet twice a year for leadership development, and I think 
being able to present at their gathering would be most beneficial to the denomination. 
The reason this gathering would be the best place to present my findings is because 
district superintendents speak into the pastors’ lives and the lives of church boards and 
leadership. In case district superintendents do not already recognize the burden, the 
expectations that churches put on pastors is far too great. The district superintendent has 
the opportunity to speak to a church when looking for a pastor and ask questions such as, 
“How important is it to you that your pastor be a good preacher?” If the church wants a 
strong preacher, the district superintendent can then say, “You will need to give your 
pastor time each week to prepare sermons” and ask if they are willing to give their pastor 
a full work day or eight hours a week for him or her to focus specifically on the weekly 
sermon. Helping establish study boundaries where the pastor will know he or she has the 
freedom to say, “I’m sorry, on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons I’m busy working on 
Sunday’s sermon,” or “I’m sorry, all day Wednesday is sermon preparation day” is 
important. Congregations will also need to be supportive if their pastor is young, giving 
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him or her a chance for their preaching to develop and grow. I believe the district 
superintendents would be the best group to present this data to the congregations, for 
they, I believe, are in the best position to help their pastors and congregations.  
Another thing I would encourage district superintendants to do would be to 
organize small groups of six to eight pastors at their annual pastors’ retreats to discuss 
how they prepare sermons each and every week. As I mentioned above, Nazarene pastors 
seem to retreat to their own camps of those who prepare sermons the same way they do. 
Little dialogue exists among pastors who differ in their theology and practice of 
preaching. The most helpful discussion would be pastor-to-pastor. Risks are involved 
with this format of pastors offending one another, but if certain parameters are set and the 
fact was emphasized that pastors are to encourage, support, and help one another, this 
could be a powerful way to continue this dialogue regarding the use of Internet sermon 
resources.  
Preachers Magazine is a denominational magazine distributed quarterly to pastors 
in the United States and Canada. Reporting my findings in Preacher’s Magazine would 
be another avenue of distributing my study findings. Another option in reaching the 
pastors would be to report findings in a seminar at our general assembly. A seminar 
format would also allow a time for question and answer which would help take the 
discussion even deeper. Whether in Preacher’s Magazine or at the general assembly, 
both would give me access to a large number of pastors, and perhaps some pastors who 
plan on one day working on a dissertation can use this study as a foundation for their 
own. 
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Future studies that could now launch from my foundational study would be now 
getting the congregations’ perspective on pastors regularly using Internet sermon 
resources. Two pastors, after responding to the questionnaire, sent me e-mails suggesting 
I should have done a quantitative study and try to correlate these preaching practices with 
the growth of the pastors’ churches. I do not believe sermon effectiveness can be 
quantified with factors such as a growing congregation. I agree with Dr. Joseph R. 
Dongell who told me in a conversation that “the next generation will have to tell us how 
effective our preaching was.” However, as my study looked at Nazarene pastors’ beliefs 
and not their own practices on sermon preparation, a similar approach could be taken 
with laypeople. The study could look to see what laypeople believe to be appropriate 
sermon preparation. An important note to a study which looks at what laypeople believe 
to be appropriate sermon preparation and practices has benefits but also significant risks. 
The researcher would have to recognize that he or she will be making laypeople aware of 
many pastors’ study habits when they have no idea pastors are regularly using Internet 
sermon resources. Once laypeople are aware of sermon Web sites and resources, they 
will naturally ask their pastors if they regularly use such sources. Also, many may then 
begin monitoring these Web sites trying to discover how their pastors prepared their 
sermon for the week. I would strongly recommend a researcher get clearance from 
pastors and denominational and church leaders before distributing such a study. Though 
the study could offer insight, it has many risks.  
The benefits of such a study, however, may help congregations begin to see the 
unrealistic expectations that are often placed on pastors. This study looked solely at the 
response and expectations of the pastor yet the expectations placed on pastors by their 
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congregations have also pushed them to use Internet sermon resources. Although the 
Nazarene Manual says preaching the word is first priority for pastors, there are twenty-
five other responsibilities that follow ranging from supervising the preparation of all 
statistical reports (Manual 413:15) to being “president of the local church board and a 
member of all elected and standing boards and committees of the church he or she 
serves” (413:23). If congregations understood the unattainable demands and expectations 
often placed upon the pastor, they would hopefully see the need to make sure their pastor 
has at least one full day a week that he or she can use for sermon preparation. A study 
that brought congregants into the discussion with their pastor would be beneficial to the 
pastor and the people he or she pastors.  
Another research project that could follow this project would be what I originally 
wanted to research and that is plagiarism in the pulpit. However, because I could not find 
any studies on the practice of preaching in regard to using other peoples’ sermons, my 
study provided a grounded theory approach on the use of Internet sermon resources. 
Plagiarism in the pulpit is an important study because as Long states, “Pulpit plagiarism 
may not be new, but there is plenty of evidence that the practice is spreading and that the 
kerosene on the fire is the Internet” (Stolen Goods 1). The greatest challenge for a project 
looking at plagiarism in the pulpit would be actually defining plagiarism in preaching 
because of numerous opinions among pastors on when plagiarism takes place in the 
pulpit and the perspective of plagiarism between pastor and congregant is vastly different 
as well. As mentioned in some of the responses to the questionnaire, pastors said, “There 
is nothing new under the sun,” or that Web sites and the original authors of the sermons 
give them permission to use their sermons without giving them credit, so they do not 
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consider it plagiarism. The problem, however, is that just because the pastor and the 
original author do not see a problem with a pastor preaching a sermon he or she did not 
write, the congregation may have a different perspective. Shelly has written a guide on 
introduction to preaching for students called “Preaching and Plagiarism” that gives an 
example of a pastor who was caught plagiarizing in the pulpit. It demonstrates that 
congregations may certainly have a different definition of plagiarism in the pulpit:  
If the congregation could not trust the minister’s preached word to be his 
own, how could they trust his honesty in other parts of ministry? 
Returning to the pulpit after a 90-day suspension, the congregation [this 
pastor] faced was reduced by 33 %. (9)  
In addition, congregations felt betrayed, and articles such as, “Pastor Resigns after 
Admitting Plagiarism,” demonstrate that congregations and media view online sermon 
use as plagiarism even if pastors do not. Future research attempting to define plagiarism 
in the pulpit is important. 
  Postscript 
 Though a Nazarene senior pastor for only eight years, it was enough time for me 
to experience and understand the incredible challenges and blessings that come with 
being a senior pastor. In my current role as Chaplain at Eastern Nazarene College in 
Quincy, Massachusetts, I view my responsibilities, in part, to be a resource and support 
for pastors in the local church. Pastors and churches need support and encouragement 
whenever possible, which is especially true for small churches and bi-vocational pastors. 
I have grown to have a deep love for local churches and their pastors. 
 My love for God and the church is why I am so passionate about pastors being in 
the Word as they prepare their sermons each week. A congregation’s spiritual maturity 
grows best when the church, the sermon, and the pastor have God’s Word as their 
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foundation of authority for life and ministry. As a pastor I want to be as prepared as 
possible to be a preacher that provides spiritual nourishment to those who are under my 
care as pastor. Nothing is more important for preachers than being regularly in the Word 
of God so that they can feed their congregations. Preparing a sermon is not easy. Like the 
prophet Ezekiel, to be fed a scroll is certainly not easy to swallow, but once the scroll (the 
Word) was within Ezekiel it was “as sweet as honey” (Ezk. 3:3). Nothing comes close to 
the depth and power of preaching as having the Word within. My concern, however, is 
that the Bible is being set aside far too often for Internet sermons that fail to nourish to 
the depth that God’s Word nourishes an individual and congregation.  
My love for pastors makes me want to support and defend them. I am well aware 
of the burdens they carry and the constant criticism that comes their way. Throughout this 
dissertation process, I have at times felt guilty, as if I am just another critic of pastors. At 
some point, however, the Church of the Nazarene needs to have open and honest dialogue 
about its theology and practice of preaching. I am not trying to be a critic of any pastor, 
but I do hope this grounded theory study helps foster healthy dialogue among Nazarene 
senior pastors that is critical in thinking but not critical in spirit, about the practice of 
preaching in the Church of the Nazarene. Such conversation would be the greatest 
outcome of this dissertation journey. Learning to support and challenge one another in 
loving and constructive ways, Nazarene pastors too might hear the voice of God like 
Ezekiel to “go and give its [the Bible] message to the people [who call us pastor]” (Ezk. 
3:1). 
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APPENDIX A 
OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Instructions: The purpose of this study is to begin the discussion among Nazarene senior 
pastors in the United States in regards to their beliefs about the use of Internet sermon 
resources for sermon preparation.  
 
The first seven questions are open-ended. Please feel free to respond to each question 
with as much detail as you wish. Also, there are two multiple choice questions, two 
demographic questions and one final open-ended question. Whether you choose to 
answer these questions or not your identity will remain anonymous to both me and the 
Nazarene Research Center.  
 
Open-ended questions 
 
1. In what ways do you believe pastors find Internet sermon resources to be helpful in 
their sermon preparation? 
 
2. In what ways do you believe pastors might find Internet sermon resources to be 
counterproductive to their sermon preparation?  
 
3. When used regularly (2-4 times a month), in what ways are sermons and sermon 
outlines obtained from the Internet beneficial and/or detrimental to the spiritual growth of 
a congregation?  
 
4. When used regularly (2-4 times a month), how is a sermon or sermon outline 
obtained from the Internet less or more beneficial to the pastor’s own spiritual growth? 
 
5. If pastors preach sermons that are primarily (75 percent or more) obtained from an 
Internet resource or resources (cut and pasted from numerous resources), should pastors 
let their congregations know?  
 
6. When is preaching a full sermon purchased from the Internet appropriate? 
 
7. What sermon resource sites have you found helpful in your own sermon preparation? 
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Multiple choice  
 
8. What reasons do you believe merit pastors regularly using (2-4 times a month) 
Internet sermons or outlines as their primary form of sermon preparation? (check all that 
apply) 
 
__ Lack of time 
__  Less work 
__  Unexpected situations (funerals, tragedies, church crisis etc.) 
__  Sermons & outlines are better than the pastor’s own work 
__  In the midst of a building program or capital campaign  
__  Finds the resources educational and informative  
__  The Internet sources are spiritually forming to the pastor’s own life 
__  The pastor does not see the need in writing an original sermon when one is already 
prepared on the same topic or passage of scripture. 
__  It is never acceptable to regularly (2-4 times a month) preach sermons and sermon 
outlines prepared by another person.  
 
9. How many different sermons are you required to prepare each week (e.g., Sunday 
morning, Sunday night, and Wednesday night, etc.)? 
__  One  
__  Two 
__  Three 
__  Four or more  
 
Demographic Information 
 
What is your age? 
__  18-24 
__  25-34 
__  35-44 
__  45-54 
__  55-64 
__  65 years and older  
 
Highest level of education completed? 
__  Some high school (1 to 3 years) 
__ High school graduate (4 years)  
__  Some college (1 to 3 years)  
__  College graduate (4 or more years) 
__  Some graduate school  
__  Graduate school completed  
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Final question—Open-ended 
 
Do you have additional comments in regards to pastors regularly using Internet sermon 
resources in their sermon preparation?  
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APPENDIX B 
 
E-MAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH NAZARENE RESEARCH CENTER 
 
 
Chaplain MacPherson, 
 
Dr. Wilson, General Secretary, has given his approval for the Research Center to assist 
you in your research with our online survey software.  
 
I will look forward to hearing from you and to assisting you in any way I can. 
 
Ken Crow 
Research Center 
Church of the Nazarene 
kcrow@nazarene.org 
800-306-9928 
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APPENDIX C 
 
E-MAIL COVER LETTER 
 
 
Dear Pastors,  
 
A little over eight years ago, my wife and I started a new Nazarene church on the Metro 
New York district that I pastored for eight years. For the first two years, I was bi-
vocational, and in the years that followed I stayed home with our children during the 
hours my wife worked full-time. In short, I understand the challenges of finding adequate 
time for sermon preparation.  
 
For the last decade, many church leaders and pastors have come to believe that Internet 
sermon resources have had positive effects for pastors and congregations they shepherd. 
Other pastors and church leaders believe that regularly using Internet sermon resources 
for sermon preparation has had negative effects on pastors and congregations. The 
attached researcher-designed open-ended questionnaire was created to begin the 
discussion about the use of Internet sermon resources among Nazarene pastors in the 
United States and to get your beliefs about using these resources. You may go to the 
survey by clicking on this link: Survey.  
 
There are a total of 12 questions. The first seven questions are open-ended. Open-ended 
questions are designed to prevent the limiting of your responses, so feel free to respond 
with as much information as you wish. You will also find two multiple choice questions, 
two demographic questions, and one final open-ended question. Your identity will remain 
anonymous both to me and to the Nazarene research center.  
 
Thank you for your time.  
  
Grace and Peace, 
 
Rev. Corey S. MacPherson  
Doctor of Ministry Candidate 2009 
Asbury Theological Seminary  
 
http://secure2.nazarene.org/survey/rws3.pl?FORM=InternetSermonResources  
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